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DISCLAIMER: 

SouthGobi Resources Ltd. has taken all reasonable care in translating the official court verdict 
No. 131 of the Second District First Instance Criminal Court from Mongolian language into 
English language. The official text is the Mongolian version of the verdict. This English 
translation is for reference purpose only and no warranty of any kind, either expressed or 
implied, is made as to the accuracy, correctness, or reliability of the translation made from 
Mongolian into English. Any discrepancies or differences created in the translation are not 
binding and have no legal effect for compliance or enforcement purposes. When there are any 
discrepancies between official Mongolian version and English translation version, the official 
Mongolian version always prevails.  

 

 

SECOND DISTRICT FIRST INSTANCE CRIMINAL COURT 

VERDICT ON PUNISHMENT  

 

Date: January 30, 2015  No.131     City of Ulaanbaatar  

 

ON BEHALF OF MONGOLIA 

 

At the public trial led by T.Altantuya, a judge of the District First instance Criminal Court 2 

with participation of judges B.Batbolor and G.Ganbaatar; 

 

Civil representatives:    J.Narantuya, A.Nyamaa and M.Ulziikhuu 

Court session secretary:  Ts.Amar,  

State prosecutor:        G.Gereltuya  

Plaintiff:      В.Tsolmontuya and Ch.Otgonbayar, authorized 

representative of the Ministry of Finance; 

Defendant:   Justin Kapla, his attorney P.Odgerel (right to represent in 

the court No.0540); 

Defendant:    Hilarion, V. Cajucom Jr., his attorney J.Erdenebulgan (right 

to represent in the court No.0676); 

Defendant:    Cristobal G. David, his attorney N.Tsogt (right to represent 

in the court No.0352) and B.Nandinchimeg (right to 

represent in the court No.0882); 

Civil defendant:  G.Lkhagva-Ochir, authorized representative of “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC, attorney Ts.Tserenjee (right to represent in 

the court No. 0364); 

Experts:     J.Janilgaan, J.Batbold, G.Ganbat, D.Otgontsetseg, 

O.Battseren  

Witnesses:     D.Tsogzolmaa, Ts.Sarantuya, D.Ganbat, M.Altangerel, 

J.Enkhjargal, Z.Batkhishig, D.Altantsetseg  

Interpreters:    D.Sanjaa, G.Baljmaa, Ts.Munkh-Erdene, Ch.Anar 

 

it was adjudicated a criminal case  #201301000120 against:  

 



- Justin Kapla, defendant, with respect to whom the Bill of Indictment was submitted in as 

stated in special article 166.2 of Criminal Code in accordance with Article 35.3 of the same law  

- Hilarion V. Cajucom, defendant, with respect to whom the Bill of Indictment was 

submitted as stated in special article 166.2 of Criminal Code in accordance with Article 35.5 of 

the same law.  

 

Personal information of the defendants:  

Justin Kapla, passport number 483806301, a citizen of USA, born on 3 May 1973 in 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA; aged 41, male, obtained higher education, Master in Business 

Administration, metallurgical engineer by profession, worked as a President and Executive 

Director of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC  from June 3, 2011 through February 1, 2013; resides at 

#404, building 205, Green Villa, section 2, khoroo 11, Khan-Uul district; family membership-4, 

lives with his  wife and children; has no prior convictions.  

 

Hilarion, V. Cajucom Jr., passport number XX5607018, a citizen of the Philippines, 

born on October 8, 1960; place of birth: Cabanatuan, Philippines; aged 54, male, obtained 

higher education, a Certified Public Accountant; worked as a General Financial Manager of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC from June 6, 2011 through July 20, 2012; currently unemployed, 

permanently resides at #18, building 72, Anoma town, khoroo 11, Khan-Uul district, 

Ulaanbaatar, currently lives alone in Mongolia, has no prior convictions. 

 

Cristobal G. David, Passport No: EB5428752, a citizen of the Philippines, born on 25 

July, 1956, aged 58, male, obtained higher education; accountant by profession; worked as an 

Accounting Manager of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from August 1, 2007, then was appointed as a 

General Finance and Accounting Manager from December 1, 2009; then worked as a General 

Finance Manager of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC till June 6, 2011; family membership - 4;  lives with 

his wife and 2 children; holds a position of supervisor of Mongolia Minerals LLC of Canada and  

serves as a supervisor of financial accounting of CGBEM LLC, which is a subsidiary company of 

Mongolia Minerals LLC; permanently resides alone at #8, Master Food Building, Sukhbaatar 

district, Ulaanbaatar, has no prior convictions.  

 

Two. Criminal case (as stated in the Bill of Indictment) 

 

The defendant Justin Kapla (the US citizen) while working as President and Executive 

Director of a foreign-invested  “SouthGobi Sands” LLC located on the territory of khoroo 15, 

Khan-Uul district from 3 Jun, 2011 to 1 Feb, 2013, acted, as an organizer, jointly with the 

defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom (the Philippines citizen and former general manager of finance) 

in criminal case related to intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax equals to MNT 

17,441,383,600 (seventeen billion four hundred forty one million three hundred eighty three 

thousand and six hundred MNT) which had to be imposed for taxable income totaling to MNT 

90,021,466,300 by way of intentionally increasing expense amount for taxable income and 

intentionally reducing taxable income in the financial statement for the year of 2011, thereby 

violated Article 18.1.1 of General Tax Law, Articles 8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of 

Corporate Income Tax law,  Articles 7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law.    



 

The defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom (the Philippines citizen) while working as a general 

manager of finance for SouthGobi LLC located on the territory of khoroo 15, Khan-Uul district  

from 6 June 2011 to 20 July 2012, jointly with the defendant Justin Kapla (US citizen and former 

president and executive director)  personally committed the crime of intentional evasion of 

paying a large amount of tax equals to MNT 17,441,383,600 (seventeen billion four hundred 

forty one million three hundred eighty three thousand and six hundred MNT) which had to be 

imposed to taxable income totaling to MNT 90,021,466,300 by way of intentionally increasing 

expense amount for taxable income and intentionally reducing taxable income reduced amount 

in the financial statement for the year of 2011, thereby violated Article 18.1.1 of General Tax 

Law, Articles 8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of Corporate Income Tax law,  Articles 

7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law. 

 

The defendant Cristobal G. David (the Philippines citizen) personally committed a crime, 

when he was working as a general manager of finance for “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from 2007 to 

2010, jointly with Dennis Lehoux, former President and Executive Director of “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC in 2007 and David Lynn Bartel, former President and Executive Director of “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC in 2008-2011, intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax whose total 

payment charge equals MNT 17,811,011,070 (seventeen billion eight hundred eleven million 

eleven thousand seventy) which had to be imposed to taxable income totaling to MNT 

76,768,582,400 by way of intentionally increasing expense of sales income and taxable income, 

intentionally reducing taxable income and knowingly misreporting tax payables in the financial 

statement for the year of 2008-2011, thereby violated Article 18.1.1 of General Tax Law, Articles 

8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of Corporate Income Tax law,  Articles 7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 

13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law. 

 

IT IS DETERMINED AS FOLLOWS: 

 

The Court has examined and adjudicated legal grounds and the following evidences 

collected according to procedure and during the court session which include:  

 

The defendant Justin Kapla testified as follows: “I don’t agree with the Bill of Indictment. 

The finance department of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC was responsible for preparing and 

submitting all accounting reports including tax reports. Tax reports are reviewed, checked and 

signed by a senior accountant and Finance manager. I don’t know Mongolian language. Also I 

am not specialized in finance, thus I do not understand the tables specified in the tax reports, 

just had to sign by only glancing over the total amount of income, expenditure and tax paid 

within a given year.  However our finance department officials checked and monitored the 

correctness and truthfulness of financial and accounting reports. I started working as an 

Executive Director from 3 June 2011, but the evidences collected on the case are related to the 

years of 2007-2011. In other words, only 6 months of my career as a CEO belong to the case. 

According to the indictment, I am accused in 3 kinds of allegations even though no evidences in 

this regard exist. For example:  

 



Even though it was alleged that the company failed to impose and pay VAT for goods and 

services transferred to others free of charge, which includes an excavator worth MNT 

16,974,439,596 and tires worth of MNT 12,870,280,230, no primary documents sources of 

evidence are attached to the case. As no such transactions occurred during my career as a 

CEO, it was not required to impose tax for such transferred goods, which means that there are 

no grounds to accuse me of this action.  

 

Next accusation is related to royalty that, it is said, was recorded as receivable to be taken 

from the buyer but not presented as income in the statement. However no evidences exist in the 

case that prove prove any income transactions that were made into “SouthGobi Sands” LLC’s 

account from the alleged royalty income paid by buyers. During my 6 months-work, no such 

income or transactions occurred, thus it is completely impossible to talk about tax imposition on 

such transactions.  

 

Also it was alleged the company reduced its taxable income by way of creating false 

payables. Investments and loans received from the parent company were paid at the currency 

rate of that year. The experts mistakenly considered the difference in currency rate as creation 

of false payables. Difference in currency rates generally depends on the market condition.  

 

As an Executive Director of the Company, there is no actual possibility to organize and 

commit the aforementioned actions. Because financial issues of the company are always 

managed and controlled by the parent company’s Chief Financial Officer. I, as an Executive 

Director, had to sign the tax statement as required by law of Mongolia. In the bill of indictment it 

was stated that the allegations are relevant to the years of 2007-2011, whereas I worked as an 

Executive Director only for 6 months. Thus I signed only on 2 statements out of 20 statements 

related to the years of 2007-2011, which means that from temporal point of view, it was 

impossible for me to be the organizer.  

 

Even though in the court verdict #520 it was resolved to conduct re-investigation to 

establish whether there was a ground to consider that the disposed properties were sold to 

others, and whether there were violations before the property disposal, in fact none of the above 

was proven during the investigation. As there is no legal justification to put the responsibility on 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC to pay tax compensation totaling to MNT 17,441,383,600 I consider 

that the company has not caused any loss. In any country, the amount of the tax, which is not 

recognized by a taxpayer, shall be subject to inspection and verification by a State tax inspector, 

who, in turn, should make the administrative act on taxation or on fines and penalties for 

violation of tax law. However, it is completely incomprehensible why we are accused of tax 

evasion when no legal act on imposition of tax compensation totaling to MNT 17,441,383,600 

was issued by state inspector.  

 

The expert reports were made in violation of the law. In fact, in spite of the fact that the 

victim in the case is the Ministry of Finance, a state tax inspector, who operates under the 

Ministry’s direct supervision, was appointed as an expert. Of course a civil servant  would reach 

a conclusion that favors  his/her authorities.  Thus, the expert report violated Article 57.1 of the 



Criminal Procedure law and Articles 16.1.3, 9.1, 10.4.3, and 27.1.2 of the Forensic law, 

respectively. The expert report is conspicuously erroneous, clearly inaccurate, and does not 

correspond to the reality. The total amount of the loss caused was equal to MNT 

234,976,645,500 in the first expert report, then this figure dropped to MNT 84,900,264,000 in 

the second expert report, and to MNT 35,252,394,700 according to the final report, which 

demonstrates the huge discrepancies in the damage calculation and conclusions in the  three 

reports. Experts have more limited authority compared to the state inspectors, as such, they 

cannot  determine such a large amount of tax based on their authority and materials that were 

made available to them. I am not a finance specialist, so I cannot explain it in more detail. The 

accountants of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC will refute an allegation of each violation. I do not have 

definite understanding of the allegations against “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. The experts did not 

explain their reports to us. In any country, taxpayers are entitled to get clear explanations on 

imposed tax, fines or penalties, and even have the right to file a complaint if they believe the 

decision had violated the law. Mongolian taxpayers also have that right as specified in Article 

17.1 of the General Tax Law of Mongolia. Notwithstanding, the expert reports were not based 

on definite grounds, and the experts failed to carefully examine all required  documents. The 

experts repeatedly used words such as “I think… I consider” in their reports instead of following 

the requirements of the tax law on the legal grounds or the  primary documentary evidence. I 

never gained any profit from this so-called tax evasion related case, thus I didn’t have the 

motive to commit this crime. If I had committed this criminal action, then this would have 

adversely affected my professional and personal reputation. This court session has clearly 

shown that I did not intentionally organize this so-called intentional tax evasion while I was 

working as an executive director of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. I am now accused due to only 

ground that I signed documents as an executive director. Before signing any documents, 

appropriate control should be put on whether all necessary actions were taken in compliance 

with the company internal rules. In the event that all actions are taken, an executive director  

signs the document and gives permission to transfer to tax authority. I am not a financial or tax 

professional. Thus, I relied on the company’s accountants and auditors. “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

has internal document that regulates and monitors the presentation and approval of financial 

statements. Therefore, as it was not proven that I evaded from paying tax, I hereby ask to 

dismiss the case in accordance with article 208.1.2, 248.1.2 and 24.1.1 of the Criminal 

procedure law”.  

 

The defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. testified as follows: “I have been working as an 

accountant for 32 years, and am recognized as an experienced, skilled and respected 

professional. This can be certified by recognition and awards by the Taxation authority of the 

Philippines and other prestigious international organizations. I last came to Mongolia on 5 July, 

2011 and worked at “SouthGobi Sands” LLC as a finance manager from 6 July 2011 to 19 June 

2012. I was officially invited offered by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, and I entered into labor 

agreement on 11 June 2011. I was an ordinary employee who got paid a regular monthly salary, 

and never received any profit share from “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. I reject the Bill of Indictment 

based on the following grounds:  

 



I could not have been involved in the criminal case while having had not even arrived in 

Mongolia. I arrived in Mongolia on 5 July 2011. Evidences attached to the case and the 

violations allegedly uncovered during the investigation cover the period of 2007-2011. Thus it is 

unjustified to accuse me for the period when I wasn’t even in Mongolia. According to the 

Indictment, the allegations are related to 20 tax statements regarding the years of 2007-2011. 

However, I arrived on 5 July 2011, which means that I did not have any possibilities to obtain 

the company’s financial and accounting software/computer system and to be aware of the 

alleged transgressions. Personally, I signed only the last 2 statements out of the above 20 

statements. In regard with VAT statements, which is submitted on a monthly basis, I signed only 

6 out of 60 monthly VAT statements. Thus, it is obvious that it was impossible for me to 

personally commit any criminal actions in regard with other statements. No evidences proving 

that I prepared false statements exist in the case. I do not know Mongolian language, thus I 

could not prepare false statements or make corrections. I did not have any motive to gain profit. 

The company’s financial statements are properly prepared under strict control of finance 

manager and other managers of the parent company. We successfully passed the inspection 

conducted by international auditing company. I, as a finance manager, was entitled to give 

approval for works and services with a value of maximum USD 250,000. Therefore, I did not 

have any authorization to receive goods with higher value than stated above. This amount is 

significantly less than the alleged amounts. General finance manager does not make decisions 

associated with business operations. We conducted our activity only in compliance with 

International Financial Reporting Standards approved by Hong Kong and Canadian authorities 

as well as by the Government of Mongolia and other authorities. As a general finance manager, 

I performed financial and monetary transactions on the basis of relevant permission in 

compliance with strictly established internal financial rules of the company. Also the creation of 

any liabilities is permitted only with at least 2 signatures of the members of the Board of 

Directors. Even though I was accused by 3 allegations according to the indictment, there are no 

relevant evidences.  

 

The first allegation is related to failure to charge and pay VAT for the goods and services 

transferred to others free of charge; however no primary documentary evidence have been 

found to prove what kind of goods, when and to whom were transferred. Even though it was 

said that an excavator worth 16,974,439,596 MNT and tires with a value of 12,870,280,230 

MNT were transferred to others, no evidence on when and to whom they were transferred exist. 

As no such transactions took place while I was working at this company, there can be no issue 

of any imposition of tax. I do not understand why I am accused on this matter.  

 

The next allegation was related to income received at the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC account 

as royalties paid by buyers. During my work period, no such transactions were made. How 

about “creation of false payables”, the experts mistakenly considered the increase in currency 

rate as increase in payables. The loans granted by the parent company were paid at the 

currency rate of that year. Such difference in currency rates were erroneously considered by the 

experts as increase in payables.  

 



I personally never committed crime of intentional evasion from paying a large amount of 

tax. The experts reports made in regard with this case serve as the main basis for my 

accusation. All these reports were completely ungrounded and unjustified, which can be proven 

by the following facts. Experts considered that documents submitted as evidence on the case 

did not satisfy the requirements. How could they make such a conclusion without reading and 

reviewing these documents at all? Also it was not determined when, where and how this crime 

was committed, which should have been done as specified in the Article 80.1 of the Criminal 

Procedure Law. I did not have any purpose to commit a crime. During the investigation process, 

all experts, who were appointed 3 times, reduced the alleged figures, and presented questions, 

answers and reports that contradicted one another. The Ministry of Finance and the Prosecuting 

party are ignoring the report made by internationally recognized auditors. Signing the financial 

statement is not a crime. Only statements that are carefully prepared and reviewed by tax 

accountants in accordance with relevant procedures had to be presented to me. Also all tax 

statements are constantly reviewed and monitored by tax consultants and independent auditing 

companies. I was entitled to sign after controlling the internal monitoring process. As a general 

finance manager, I completely trust Mongolian professional accountants. The company uses 

financial software, through which I was not allowed to make any kinds of financial transactions. 

Thus, I did not have the authority to conduct any kinds of false business transactions. All 

financial statements of the company are reviewed and controlled by the parent company. I have 

been unemployed for the last 3 years, and currently my financial and economic situation is 

tough. In regard my health condition, my right arm was broken, and then healed improperly, 

thus I feel constant pain, and it is difficult to move normally. Also I am suffering from 

hypertension and asthma. Initially I was questioned as a witness; however from that time I was 

imposed a travel ban, which is still effective. Then I was named as suspect. Even though I 

repeatedly asked to dismiss the travel ban, to show humanity by allowing me to participate in 

the graduation ceremony of my son to share his joyful occasion, each time my request was 

rejected. In my opinion, this is serious violation of the most precious human right.  I think, the 

criminal case was instigated without legal justification. So-called tax evasion cannot be proven. 

Therefore, I am confident that the case to which I am involved can be resolved fairly in 

accordance with Mongolian relevant laws and International principles. Thus, I ask you to 

rightfully and fairly resolve this issue and dismiss the case.   

 

The defendant Cristobal G. David gave the following statement during the court session: “I 

can not accept that I am being held suspect in the case of tax evasion. Hereby I would like to 

stress that I prepared financial and accounting statements of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC in 

accordance with International Standard to be complied in Mongolia as specified in Articles 4.1.1 

and 10.1 of the Accounting law. Also we have paid all required taxes in accordance with the tax 

laws. We prepared financial and accounting statements in strict compliance with IFRS, and 

annually invited internationally recognized auditing companies as well as relevant local 

organizations to conduct audit and inspections.  These important documents were never taken 

into consideration by the experts and in their reports. The experts should have carefully 

reviewed all documents relevant to agreements. They must have clearly understood the impact 

of the contracts on “SouthGobi Sands” LLC tax and financial reports. For instance, the experts 

mistakenly considered the currency rate difference in the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC general 



ledger as increase by way of unrealized loss/profit. The experts do not understand the fact that 

unrealized exchange loss/profit has no effect on the amount of taxable income presented in the 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC tax statement. The experts do not understand that financial statements 

must be prepared in accordance with financial reporting standards, and tax statements must be 

prepared in accordance with the tax law. The experts’ report concluded that the company failed 

to present royalty payment as income even though the royalties were recorded as receivables.  

There is no single provision in the Coal Supply Agreements of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

stipulating that buyers were to be responsible for royalty payment. “SouthGobi Sands” LLC uses 

the accounting software which is commonly used by major mining companies worldwide. The 

experts failed to understand the general ledger records, and they thus erroneously understood 

the automatic record on accounting software. For example, the following records are 

automatically made when coal is sold: when coal sale occurs, the sales income, cost of goods 

sold and royalty expenses are recorded in a Debit whereas coal sale income, inventories, and 

royalty payables are recorded in the Credit. If the experts had carefully examined the entries to 

the accounting journal, they would have noticed that the journal entries had the same number. 

Also the experts failed to notice that no changes can be made in the accounting software 

manually. I was an ordinary employee who got paid constant salary according to a labor 

agreement.  No articles specifying that “rewards will be granted if an employee will conceal the 

company’s income with the aim to reduce taxable income” are included in the labor agreement. 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC need to go through multiple approval steps from the parent company. 

As “SouthGobi Sands” LLC is a public company which is registered on the Hong Kong stock 

exchange, it has internal rules and procedures providing for multiple layered system of 

approvals and monitoring. . As the company strictly complies with such rules and procedures, it 

always successfully passes audits and inspections conducted by local authorities and 

international auditing companies. Reports and conclusions made by these auditing companies 

are recognized in Canada, Hong Kong and Mongolia. However, the bill of indictment was based 

on the expert report, which had already lost its proving capacity as evidence in court. While 

preparing their report, the experts failed to personally examine and review the documents 

provided by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC as evidence, on the pretext that those documents did not 

satisfy the requirements. Also they admitted that they based their findings on the reports of 

previously appointed experts. The experts could not provide any documentary references on the 

evidence they claimed to present or to substantiate any of their findings. “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC strictly complies with International Accounting Standards. These standards never conflict 

with the tax law of Mongolia. Finance and tax related concepts are completely different, and the 

experts clearly admitted that they used financial statements in order to establish whether the 

company evaded from paying tax. This is a completely erroneous method. In fact, the experts 

had to conduct inspection based on the amounts stated in the tax statement prepared by the 

company. Thus, it is ungrounded to suspect me in the criminal case of tax evasion. I completely 

do not accept such accusation, thus I hereby ask to dismiss the case.  

 

The plaintiff Ch.Otgonbayar, an authorized representative of the Ministry of Finance made 

the following statement: “Hereby we are claiming MNT 35,252,394,670, which is the amount 

established by the independent expert report regarding financial and tax statements of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC for the years of 2007-2011”. 



 

The civil defendant G.Lkhagva-Ochir, an authorized representative of “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC stated as follows: “according to the report made by the experts, who were appointed the 

last time, it imposed a tax compensation totaling to MNT 35.0 billion. Just like before, we do not 

accept that. The latest has only reduced the amount claimed as accrued interest and penalty, 

other than that, all other figures remain exactly the same as they were in the previous expert 

report.  To address each allegation stated in the expert report:  

 

With respect to the false increase of payables, the experts mistakenly named the 

unrealized exchange loss totaling to MNT 85.0 billion and intercompany transactions recorded 

in the other side of the balance as “false payables”. We presented in the statement the 

payables, which were expressed in foreign currency, at the currency rate announced by Mongol 

Bank at that time. As the US dollar rate has undergone significant fluctuations during 2007-

2011, it is obvious that the currency rate difference was equal to approximately MNT 100 billion. 

However, the expert did not understand this when they checked the primary documentary 

evidence, and it is very regrettable that they made the same report as it was before.  

 

About goods and services transferred to others free of charge, the experts alleged that a 

VAT totaling to MNT 3.5 billion should have been imposed. To explain how the authors of the 

second expert report calculated came to this conclusion: they merely based it on a clerical error 

by an accountant who mistakenly entered the amount into row of “goods and services 

transferred to others free of charge” instead of recording it into the row of “disposed goods” of 

the financial statement clarification for the year of 2011. In this regard, our financial staffs have 

already provided with proper explanation and submitted relevant documents and evidence, 

unfortunately, the experts still insist on VAT imposition. This also refers to an excavator, which 

completely burnt in 2011, and the wreckage of the excavator still exists.  The excavator was 

sealed and arrested by the Independent Authority against Corruption. This property has never 

been transferred to others, and still is our company’s property. This allegation also refers to 

replaced tires worth 12 billion MNT. These old tires are not sold, and are still kept. It is 

incomprehensible why it should be imposed VAT when they are not transferred to anybody.  

 

Also it was alleged that the company did not pay corporate income tax totaling to MNT 

10.0 billion by way of recording royalties as receivables from buyers. In regard with this 

allegation, we have submitted all sales agreements to the experts. All relevant evidence is 

included in the files of the case and additionally provided materials. There are no provisions in 

the agreements providing for the royalty to be payable by buyers. Our company is solely 

responsible and pays the royalty.  

 

Another allegation refers to reduced taxable income by way of creating 

amortization/depreciation the assets unlisted in the balance sheet. This MNT 1.8 billion resulted 

from capitalization of exploration cost and calculation of amortization for the license period. 

Financial statements are significantly different from tax statements. However, the experts insist 

that we calculated amortization for the assets which are not presented in the financial 

statement.  



 

Also the experts allege that we should pay 30% tax for the income earned from the right 

sale. We already paid the tax at 10% according to Article 4.1.6 and 17.7 of the Corporate 

Income Tax law, thus it is not understandable, why they imposed additional 20% tax.  

 

On the incomplete presentation of other sales income in the statement, the report 

concluded that a tax of MNT 170,809.4 [Note by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to 

contain a typographical error when it omits reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 

170,809,4 thousand] was due on following allegedly unreported amounts: MNT 20,864.3 [Note 

by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it omits 

reference to “thousand,” must be MNT 20,864.3 thousand] in 2007 and MNT 371,586.4 [Note by 

the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it omits 

reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 371,586.4 thousand] in 2009. As for MNT 371,586.4 

[Note by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it 

omits reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 371,586.4 thousand] in 2009, the tax was 

claimed on alleged unwarranted maintenance income from Monnis company. We provided the 

experts with relevant explanations and supporting documents, however they still consider that 

we did not report this in the statement. Also the experts explained that MNT 290,786.8 [Note by 

the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it omits 

reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 290,786.8 thousand] in the year 2010 was identified 

during an examination done by the experts on a third party. Despite our requests to explain how 

and from where the experts came up with this amount and to show the external evidence, they 

never presented such evidence.  

 

Also it was alleged the company failed to impose withholding tax on income applicable to 

services provided by a non-resident. In 2008, we paid MNT 150.0 million to American Group 

company for consulting services. In this regard, these experts insist that compensation totaling 

to 30.0 million MNT should have been paid. In fact, this service was not conducted in Mongolia; 

this service was received through the Internet. Even though the experts imposed tax in 

accordance with Article 17.2.9 of the Corporate Income Tax law, this article was adopted on 25 

October 2009. This goes against the principle that a provision of the law cannot be applied 

retroactively.  

 

Also it was alleged that the company failed to impose VAT totaling to MNT 206.0 million 

for MNT 2.0 billion paid by the company to “Beijing Fanhua steel structure engineering” 

company and “SGS-CSTC” company for their services rendered in 2009. When the payment 

was paid in October and November 2009, the VAT was imposed and then paid in June 2010, 

which was properly presented in the statement for June, 2010. However, the experts who were 

appointed for the 3rd inspection made their report by reviewing statements for each year. In 

doing so, they failed to see this record, and repeated their finding of a violation.  

 

Our company prepares quarterly and annual financial statements according to 

International Accounting Standards, and have them audited and inspected by 4 globally well-

known auditing companies on annual basis. In regard with the tax statement for the year of 



2010, VAT imposition was examined and approved. However, even though we requested to 

have comprehensive tax inspection conducted on our statements, our requests have been 

rejected for indefinite reason, and finally after instigation of this criminal case, we were informed 

that no comprehensive tax examination shall be conducted as our company is under 

investigation by a legal authority. SouthGobi Resources, a company registered in Canadian and 

Hong Kong stock exchanges, wholly owns “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

conducts internal inspection on quarterly basis. As we operate under internal and external 

monitoring, we hardly make mistakes. For the period associated with the allegations, the 

company mined a total of 8.4 million tons of coal, 8.0 million of which were sold and earned 

sales income totaling to 456.0 billion MNT for which we paid 103.2 billion MNT as taxes.  Thus it 

is not understandable why they imposed additional tax on us. T-accounts made by the second 

stage experts were enclosed to the dossier. In the dossier there are also some amounts 

relevant to accounting journal, which have not been provided by us.   We do not know how such 

documents appeared, the experts wrote their report only based on T-account composed by 

them. Again, the last experts concluded that the report by the second stage experts was based 

on sufficient grounds without properly reviewing and examining the second report.  

 

To briefly introduce our company, “SouthGobi Sands” LLC attracted USD 500 million from 

international stock exchanges in 2009. We used these funds to purchase and build up 

significant assets in mining and construction works. All these are presented in the fixed asset 

balance. Thus, I ask to correctly and fairly resolve this case. 

 

During the court session, the witnesses stated as follows:  

 

Witness M.Altangerel: “We have conducted partial tax inspection to check and approve 

VAT return of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from 6 September 2007 to 31 December 2008, and made 

an act. The company provided us all accounting documents related to the period from 6 

September 2007 to 31 December 2008. As a result of inspection, it was found out that VAT 

payment was decreased by MNT 199.3 million. No other faults were detected…” 

 

Witness Ts.Sarantuya: “We have conducted a partial tax inspection to approve the VAT 

overpayment of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC covering the period from 1 Jan 2009 to August 15 

2009. As a result of inspection, 2 breaches were identified. Thus, we imposed VAT equal to 

MNT 93,359,260 for the breaches totaling to MNT 933.0 million for services rendered by entity 

not residing on the territory of Mongolia. Also MNT 1,780,535,573 was imposed as VAT for 17.0 

billion MNT for purchased goods and services. Then this amount was reduced as VAT to be 

paid to the state budget was over deducted. In this regard we made an act on VAT approval. As 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC submitted its request to have an inspection conducted on VAT 

overpayment, we conducted examination just within this scope. This examination was not 

comprehensive and complex, it was partial examination. Relevant documents had been 

provided. The issue regarding VAT totaling to MNT 2,064,694,600 which is related to the 

service rendered by non-resident, is not relevant to the period for which I conducted 

examination. According to VAT law, VAT should be imposed on the goods sold, services 

rendered on the territory of Mongolia. A taxpayer is obliged to provide with primary documentary 



evidence. State inspector provides with a list of required documents. If such evidences are 

absent, then it is considered not proven by documents”.  

 

Witness D.Ganbat: “I have conducted a partial tax examination regarding VAT return for 

the period of 15 August 2009 through 31 December 2012, then made a relevant act. I think that 

all documents were provided, thus we could make inspection. All the relevant materials were 

properly reviewed. Sometimes there might be possible that any faults are revealed.   

 

Witness D.Tsogzolmaa: “I work as a state tax inspector. I have been responsible for 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC since October 2014. Since that time the company did not submit any 

request for complete tax examination. I do now know whether such requests had been 

submitted previously”.  

 

Witness J.Enkhjargal: “… I started working for “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from July 2011 and 

was appointed as General Manager of Finance department on June 2012. All accounting 

documents relevant to the years of 2007-2011 have been submitted to the experts. “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC prepares its financial statements in compliance with the International standards. 

Tax statements are prepared according to classifications specified in tax law. Even though the 

experts who made the second report taken away all the bound documents related to 2007-2011, 

they did not review all of the documents made available to them in order to substantiate the first 

report. Our company has been using financial software since June 2008. At their request, the 

experts were introduced with our financial program, which took me half a day.  

 

As specified in the Accounting law, any liabilities or receivables made in foreign currency 

should be evaluated at the rate announced by the Mongol Bank on that day and presented in 

financial statement. We also comply with this. The loss caused from currency rate is called as 

unrealized/unreal exchange rate loss. According to Corporate Income Tax law, unrealized or 

unreal exchange rate loss/profit cannot influence increase or decrease of taxable income. 

According to Article 12.1.8 of Corporate Income Tax law, it is specified that actual or real 

income can decrease taxable income. The exchange rate is recorded in the statement through 

account. In the tax statement, taxable income is not presented in reduced amount.  

 

-In regard with the allegation relevant to false payables, the first experts acknowledged 

and approved that the payables received from the parent company through bank transfer are 

payables to be paid to the parent company. Most portion of the salaries to expats of SouthGobi 

sands LLC was paid by the parent company. Our parent company pays salary each month, then 

claim from SouthGobi Sands LLC each month. Initially SouthGobi Resources paid the advance 

payment for the fixed assets on behalf of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC in connection with the 

establishment of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. This is recorded as receivables from “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC for the parent company, and as payables to the parent company for “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC. As of 31 December 2011, the amount of payables in USD was USD 693.0 million. 

This USD 693.0 million was calculated at the rate of end of the year and presented in the 

statement. This calculated amount has been annually multiplied at the definite rate and 

accumulated for years. Of course it is obvious that there will be a difference if to multiply the 



loan by the initial rate when the loan was received and by the rate of 2011. The experts insist 

that our company has no reconciliation acts made with the parent company. Absence of 

reconciliation acts shall not serve as a basis to accuse of tax evasion. “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

has more than 1200 customers, thus it is impossible to make reconciliation acts with all of them, 

thus according to our criteria, we make reconciliation acts with approximately 50-60 customers 

every quarter. Also during the above years our company spent enormous money on donations 

such as construction of schools and kindergartens nearby border. We transferred cash to the 

construction company for kindergarten construction. The remaining amount is referred to tax 

which imposed by the experts on the burnt and disposed properties. According to the Law on 

Mineral resources, royalties should be covered by license holders. Thus, no provisions 

specifying that the royalties should be paid by other entities were included in the agreements. 

Even though it is alleged that the company reduced taxable income by way of creating 

depreciation for the asset unlisted in the balance sheet and including in expense, in fact, it was 

capitalization of the exploration expenses. During the 2007-2010 SouthGobi Sands LLC spent a 

total of 66.9 billion MNT as exploration cost, which is presented in the financial statement as 

operation cost or exploration expenses. When “SouthGobi Sands” LLC submitted its request for 

a comprehensive tax inspection, we were firstly instructed to formulate and prepare documents, 

then our request was rejected due to criminal case investigation…”  

  

Witness Z.Batkhishig: “I have been working for “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from August 2009, 

especially as a tax accountant since May 2011. We provided with all the necessary documents 

required by the experts timely, and also submitted relevant explanation to the last experts 

report.  

 

SouthGobi Sands LLC constantly had the end year statements inspected by auditing 

companies. In the event that any adjustments were required, appropriate consultations were 

provided. In regard with allegations relevant to “false payables”, the highest amount of this 

allegation is 83.0 billion MNT which is caused by the currency exchange rate difference. We 

prepared our statements in accordance with the Finance Minister’s order #1216 in regard with 

false payables, we properly explained what transactions were made to the account payables to 

the parent company, and included all the journals/ledgers to 30 folders of documents. Once the 

experts asked us “We can not prove whether salaries were paid to expats by only glancing at 

your journal. As the salaries are presented in the total amount, it is impossible to see who were 

exactly get paid. How we should prove this?”. In response to this we showed them a report on 

social insurance payment and let them check the ledgers. Also insurance premiums for fixed 

assets including buildings and constructions have been also paid by the parent company. These 

payments were also included in so-called “false payables”, according to the experts’ opinion. I 

do not know about the first act on VAT approval issued by the state tax inspector. However, 

during the time of issuance of the next act, I was working there. At that time, it was determined 

that VAT was not imposed on the construction work fee paid to a Chinese company. We 

acknowledged it and signed the act. Further when this agreement was extended continuously, 

we properly imposed VAT and paid to the state budget. In the act issued by the expert Ganbat, 

there was not any specification about failure to impose and pay VAT. In regard with the year of 

2010, VAT payment was approved without any detected violations. How about the royalties, we 



paid it according to the total amount of the agreement of 2009. In 2010 and 2011 royalties were 

paid at the reference price. In think that in 2008-2011 there was payables in royalties. As of 

today, all the remaining payables relevant to 2011 have been completely paid. No records 

indicating that the royalties was paid by buyers exist. No income was made to the account of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC as royalty payment. Regarding the goods and services transferred to 

others free of charge, it was caused by mistake by an accountant who accidentally recorded 

MNT 32.9 billion, cost of burnt excavator and disposed tires, in the row of “goods and services 

transferred to others free of charge” instead entering it to “disposed property” at the disclosure 

clarification 10 of the Form A to be submitted to the Finance Minister. On the disclosure 

provided to the auditing company, this was recorded in the “property” row. In English statement, 

this was also recorded correctly”.  

 

Witness D.Altantsetseg: “I have been working in “SouthGobi Sands” LLC as an 

accountant since 28 March, 2011. According to the Mineral Resources law, the holder of special 

mining license must pay royalties for the coal mined and sold. In compliance with the above, we 

specified in the agreement that royalties should be paid by the seller.  In our company, the 

royalties are recorded as follows: when the income earned from the coal sold is recorded daily, 

our accounting system automatically calculates 5% of the total income, which is recorded from 

Debt of the Royalty expenses Account to the credit of the Royalty payables account. All these 

records are made in the one journal. According to the Mineral Resources law, royalty should be 

calculated at 5%.  Every month royalty payments are calculated according to law. In other 

words, royalty is calculated per each ton of exported coal at the increased reference price. 

According to the law, after calculation of royalty, the system automatically calculates the 

difference, then make transactions from debit of royalty expense account to the credit of the 

royalty payables account. As a result of this, the royalty is recorded in expense and payables 

account in the same amount. We prepare and submit royalty statement on quarterly basis. We 

paid royalties on timely manner. Royalty statements are presented in increased amount for that 

year.”  

 

The experts gave the following statements in regard with the expert report#185 dated 16 

December 2014: 

 

Expert J.Batbold: “The experts made a report in accordance with the Investigator’s 

Resolution dated October 9, 2014. We have read the materials and documents of the dossier, 

and made a report within the scope of submitted materials and documents. We reviewed 30 

folders of accounting documents. These materials were not possible to be evaluated as primary 

documentary evidence, and did not meet the requirements. At that time, we also required the 

company notifying that all materials should be submitted as we will review within the scope of 

submitted documents. At the time we made a report, they did not submit documents. Thus we 

had to make our report based on the report made by the previous experts. I would explain our 

report as follows:  

 

- Regarding allegation 10 “goods and services transferred to other free of charge”, 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC explained that it was caused by a clerical error made by accountants 



who incorrectly recorded the burnt excavator to a wrong row of the statement. Generally, the 

records in the ledger/journals are copied to the balance sheet. As numbers on the balance 

sheet should not be different, there is no ground to confuse the row. The experts should not 

correct the rows which were recorded erroneously. The experts should make report only by 

viewing the numbers recorded in the balance sheet.  

 

- Allegation 11 in the report relates to “establishment of false payables”. These false 

payables are classified and shown according to each year. There is a specification about false 

payables in the Article 74.1.9 of the General Tax Law. Also Articles 19.1.4 and 19.1.5 of the 

Accounting law say about “reconciliation acts”.  

 

- Allegation 13 of the report relates to “income earned from right sale”. As “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC sold its license, we considered that it was a sale of a license to definite 

organization. Thus, if an entity gains income, then it must pay tax for it.”  

 

Witness O.Battseren: “We did not conclude in the report that royalty should be paid at 5%. 

But we considered that the company should impose tax at 25% according to Corporate Income 

Tax law, because royalties were not presented in the sales account, but presented in the 

account receivables, also there was no transaction between receivables account and income 

account, just there was relation with the payables account #66170. We based on the journal 

records made by the previous experts, which are shown on page 16 of the dossier.  This 

records in the journal were made by the firstly appointed experts by way of converting the 

software to excel program. Regarding this issue, “SouthGobi Sands” LLC blames its accounting 

software. We did not find the account to which the transaction was made. It is impossible that 

accounting software can not show the transaction related accounts. When we asked from the 

previous experts to show the transaction related accounts, they say that the software engineer 

incorrectly converted the program.  

 

How about the allegation 9 or “reduction of taxable income by way of creating wear and 

tear for the asset unlisted in the balance sheet and including in expense”, we considered it as 

violation according to Article 13 Corporate Income Tax law, as the company calculated 

depreciation when no intangible assets for calculating depreciation exist. In other words, in 

section 5 of Article 13.2 of Corporate Income Tax law, it is specified that “Depreciation and 

amortization rates thereof shall be calculated on intangible asset with definite useful life”. 

However the accumulated intangible asset was not recorded in the balance sheet, thus we 

concluded that no object subject to calculation of amortization exists. If they had accumulated 

the occurred expensed and recorded in the balance sheet, only 10% would have been deducted 

from taxable income.  

 

Allegation #10 related to “failure to charge and pay VAT for the goods and services 

transferred to others free of charge”. In this regard, “SouthGobi Sands” LLC gave money to 

others in order to have a school and a kindergarten constructed by them, then presented the 

constructed buildings to Gurvantes soum. Also in the agreement on construction and 

maintenance service for Gurvantes school dormitory, the company participated as a client. They 



paid the construction services fee to a construction company, and insist that VAT should not 

have been imposed as a building was handed over.  According to Article 13.11 of the VAT law 

“If goods and services are transferred to others free of charge, then such goods and services 

shall not be exempted from VAT, but shall be imposed VAT”. We imposed VAT according to this 

law. This allegation also refers to a burnt excavator. We imposed on it VAT, as the company 

itself presented in the statement that this burnt excavator was transferred to others and made  a 

write-off. Even though “SouthGobi Sands” LLC explains it as if they confused the rows, that was 

not why we considered this a violation.  

 

Allegation #11 in the report regarding the “reduced taxable income by creating false 

payable”, we, the experts, answered to questions according to each year. “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC presented in the statement for the year of 2007 that it operated unprofitably equaling to 

MNT 1,035,100.3. When we reviewed that year, it was found out that the taxable income was 

MNT 12.0 billion. The company also presented in the statements that the total loss in 2008 was 

estimated at MNT 5,584,055.5. As in 2009 the company operated profitably, thus it had to cover 

the loss of the previous year. In other words according to the statement, the company earned 

profit totaling to MNT 9,614,495.2 in 2009. According to our calculation, the loss was decreased 

and taxable income was increased, and in 2009 the losses were transferred and all covered. 

According to experts’ calculation the company gained profit totaling to MNT 12.0 billion in 2007, 

thus the losses totaling to MNT 1,035,100.3 must have been all covered. The ground of such 

consideration is the fact that the losses must be reduced if to take the income into account 

according to Corporate Income Tax calculation.  

 

In regard with the payables to be paid to the parent company, we received documents, on 

which financial stamp was sealed, via e-mail. As seen from these documents, for which these 

amounts were spent. There were no reconciliation acts made with the parent company, even 

there were no loan related documents. SouthGobi Resources issued IPO on behalf of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC by using the coal of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC as collateral. The statutory 

fund had not been increased until the end of 2011. Thus, this funding was received when the 

company did not need to receive loan. Receiving money with no interest and without entering 

into loan agreement serves as a ground to consider that the company created false payables 

according to Article 74 of the General Tax Law. The grounds that can prove that the company 

received the loan can not be established. If it had been investment, the company should have 

recorded it as investment payables. When investment is made, then an entity should pay tax 

when it gains profit. Thus, the companies prefer to record such things as loan without increasing 

the investment amount, and accordingly no taxes are imposed. If the company had received this 

“false payables” from the parent company in the form of investment, there must have been 

dividends when the loan is paid back. Thus the company recorded it as loan. Thus, it wasn’t the 

money receipt, it was the increase of payables.  

 

Even though “SouthGobi Sands” LLC explains this “false payables” as paid salary and 

loan, when we reviewed their explanation and checked with the software, there was still 

inconsistency. In the report, all faults relevant to each year are clearly shown. We did not 

calculate it for the 6 months period when the defendant worked for the company. As the 



increased amounts were recorded in the financial statement, the end-year statements also 

showed this increased amount. If there had been differences within quarter, such differences 

would have been corrected in the next quarter”.  

 

Expert J.Janilgaan stated as follows: “In regard with allegation #11 in the report which is 

related to reduction of taxable income by way of creating false payables”, we considered it as 

“false payables” as the company failed to prove the remaining balance of payables and 

receivables of the long-term loan, as stated in the previous expert report #015. This is the 

calculation made in regard with differences between the journal and balance sheet. This is 

shown in the journal record attached to the dossier as difference in the balance sheet. We 

considered the accounting documents submitted to the court by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC as 

invalid basing on the procedure approved by the Finance Minister’s order #171/111. Most 

importantly, there was conflict in financial recording documents. The documents submitted to us 

can not correspond to financial document requirements. Basing on the differences between the 

journal and balance sheet regarding, we had to consider as “false payables”. The company 

failed to prove and show evidences on what kinds of payables they created. There were no 

reconciliation acts, and documents provided by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC did not meet the 

requirements.”  

 

Expert G.Ganbat stated as follows: “Experts mainly make conclusions basing on the 

documents obtained at that time. I do not think that additionally provided documents can be 

legally formulated evidences. There was some loan. However it was not possible to determine 

whether it was loan or investment.  

 

-In regard with allegation 10 of the report relevant to “goods and services transferred to 

others free of charge”, the company presented the burnt excavator in the statement as it was 

transferred to others free of charge. When we clarified this, they explained that they confused  

the rows and mistakenly recorded in a wrong row of “goods and services transferred to others 

free of charge”. Then we asked whether this excavator was transferred to other person, or 

whether it was disposed, if it was disposed, where the evidence is, whether the excavator was 

reused, or sold at lower price. They replied that the excavator is still located in the site, and it 

was written-off. However no fire acts that can prove that the excavator was really burnt are 

found. Even though we asked whether it is possible to reuse 1 billion out of 17 billion MNT, no 

replies were received. Generally, as there were no evidences, we had to confirm the previous 

expert report.   

 

- Regarding allegation #12 of the report or “failure to impose tax on income of non-

residents”, we considered that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC transferred money to USA, and the 

outcome of service for which this money paid, was obtained by Mongolian company. This we 

had to consider that this income was earned from Mongolia which should have been imposed 

tax.  

 

Expert D.Otgontsetseg stated as follows: “While we were being acquainted with the 

financial software of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, we asked the accountants of this company to 



show evidences or reconciliation acts made with partnering organizations. However they failed 

to show me any of the reconciliation acts. For example, I asked for payment evidences relevant 

to Monnis LLC, but they showed nothing. 

 

In regard with allegation #9 of the report, the company spent as exploration cost MNT 22.1 

billion in 2007, MNT 22.4 billion in 2008, MNT 3.9 billion in 2009 and MNT 18.4 billion in 2010, 

or a total of MNT 66.8 billion. These were recorded in the financial statement as expenses and 

explained that the records were made in accordance with the IFRS 6. In the International 

Accounting standard it is specified that an entity may acknowledge exploration cost as 

expenses or record as intangible asset. However, IAS requires that an entity should clearly and 

specifically indicate in the accounting policy documents how such cost should be recorded. 

However, we did not find any relevant indication for the accounting policy documents of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC, thus we considered it as violation. Also there expenses are 

depreciated for indefinite period in the tax statement, and according to their explanation, MNT 

2.9 billion in 2007, MNT 3.2 billion in 2008, MNT 1.1 billion in 2009, or total of MNT 7.3 billion 

were presented in the statement. The experts considered this MNT 7.3 billion to be unfounded.  

If this MNT 7.3 billion was deducted from MNT 66.8 billion, we opined that MNT 59.4 billion 

deferred asset as of yearend  2010 must have been recorded in the balance. This is because 

they acknowledged in the financial statement that all these were expenses, and yet, capitalized 

that in the tax statement. Of course, there must have been differences between them. This was 

identified in the difference statement. When we checked the balance sheet, there were no 

records relevant to property. Thus we considered it as a violation. They recorded 7.3 billion 

MNT as expenses and failed to record as intangible assets, thereby they decreased taxable 

income.  

 

From evidences collected in the dossier:  

 

1. The plaintiff Ch.Otgonbayar, an authorized representative of the Ministry of Finance, 

stated during the investigation as follows: “Hereby I am claiming the damage caused to the 

state, as it was determined by the Economic Examination Department of NIFS.” (pp. 103, case 

26);  

 

2. Statement by the expert Ch.Mendbayar in the Expert report #01 dated 28 August, 2012: 

“Two. Expertizing…..The conclusion was made in accordance with following procedure. The 

balance was made by us after comparing and conforming the digital materials of general book 

submitted by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC with primary paper documents. This balance was drawn 

in parallel with annual approved balance presented by the company and there were discovered 

lots of diversity of balance and materials. Therefore, the balance of accounts with diversities 

were re-revised and reflected in detail in the conclusion. As well the balances reminded after 

writing in the general account book have been transferred to other accounts without any 

conforming documents during all years under investigation. The general account book is the 

main financial document for making balances, therefore, all financial auditing authorities are 

basing on general account book in auditing. …All companies carrying out activities on territory 

of Mongolia shall use accounting program approved by Minister of Finance pursuant to 



Accounting Law of Mongolia but the company uses a program corresponding to international 

standard of accountancy and, or illegally changed program. Accountants of the company when 

inputting into  software the transactions prepared from primary documents to the main accounts 

as currency payable, commodity, income etc. use transmission or adjusting program and doing 

this transaction reversing and closing the without conforming, report to balance sheet in an 

invisible way that led to big amount of material diversities. These are shown by years in this 

conclusion.  

 

Three: Conclusion:  

 

Question 1: Amount of investment to “SouthGobi Sands” LLC has been made for 2007-

2011 and from where it has been financing? Whether the investment is confirmed by concerned 

financial documents? were answered as follows:  “SouthGobi Sands” LLC presented amounts in 

column 1, 2 of following table as amount of investment made by “SouthGobi Resources Ltd. But 

balance sheet report shows that the company joint stock amounts to USD 10,004.3 i.e. MNT 

11,655,000. The company reported currency amount invested by its parent company in an 

account classified as “long term loan”. We have compared the long term loan amount with 

amount in general balance book and discovered following diversities: Total of long term loan 

transferred by the parent company is MNT 10,547,585.0 thousand as stated in general account 

book or copy of transaction but the company reported to the approved balance sheet at amount 

of MNT 24,404,430.0 thousand that was scaled up at MNT 13,856,845.0 thousand. 

 

Although amount of long-term loan that came from parent company in 2008 is MNT 

111,509,937.0 thousand as proved by the general journal and statement of current account, the 

company reflected it as MNT 136,073,610 thousand in the approved balance report, which 

increased an amount of long-term loan by MNT 24,563,672.0 thousand; 

 

However amount of long-term loan that came from parent company in 2009 is MNT 

228,300,064.0 thousand as proved by the general journal and statement of current account, the 

company reflected it as MNT 227,976,910.0 thousand in the approved balance report, which 

decreased an amount of long-term loan by MNT 323,155.0 thousand; 

 

However amount of long-term loan that came from parent company in 2010 is MNT 

471,012,550.0 thousand as proved by the general journal and statement of current account, the 

company reflected it as MNT 471,017,061.0 thousand in the approved balance report, which 

increased an amount of long-term loan by MNT 4,512.0 thousand; 

 

However amount of long-term loan that came from parent company in 2011 is MNT 

996,955,294.8 thousand as proved by the general journal and statement of current account, the 

company reflected it as MNT 968,855,839.0, thousand in the approved balance report, which 

increased an amount of long-term loan by MNT 28,069,455.8 thousand without any basis or 

supporting evidences;; As stated above, an amount of long-term loan had been increased in the 

report without any justification, document or evidence. In total, the record had been done 

comparing to other accounts increasing long term loan amount to MNT 66,494,484.8 thousand 



and decreasing MNT 323,154.0 thousand. Other documents and balance reports prove that the 

no other cash was received under investment in the above years.  

 

Question 8. “to carefully reconcile all financial documents referring to the years of 2007-

2011 according to each general ledger an detailed journal; especially make detailed list of the 

total amounts of purchased property/goods, performed works/services, aids and assistances 

rendered to other, transactions made without evidences and documents during the above years” 

was answered as follows: “when we compared the general ledger submitted with the company 

with the audited and approved end-year balance sheet, there were significant differences. 

According to the general ledger in the accounting software, the balance amount was 

incompletely presented by MNT 7,696,637.0 thousand; however the final amounts of liabilities 

and payables for the reporting year had been significantly modified. The modified balance 

sheets can be shown as follows:  

 

a/ The amount of receivables, which was proven by primary documentary evidence, were 

presented in the balance sheet in reduced by MNT 8,483,048.0 thousand without any 

supporting evidences;  

 

b/ The amount of advance payment account shown in the balance sheet was higher by 

MNT 59,319.0 thousand in comparison with the amount in the general ledger. 

 

c/ The fixed asset shown in the balance sheet is higher by MNT 1,026,634.0 thousand 

than the amount stated in the general ledger. In order to make this record, the long and short 

term liabilities were increased without any grounds and supporting evidences. Also the balances 

of other accounts were allocated to other accounts and fixed assets were increased without any 

grounds. After such incorrect records, they made some write-off, or free-of-charge transfers 

without any evidences, thereby violated accounting law. Further they calculated amortization for 

falsely increased fixed asset and included to the expenses which should be deducted from 

taxable income, thereby evaded from paying taxes.  

 

d/ According to the general ledger records the loss was “MNT -21,339,023.0 thousand”, 

however in the balance sheet the annual profit was stated as MNT 1,403,913.0 thousand. With 

the aim to convert the loss into profit, they made a record of MNT 22,742,936.0 thousand from 

deferred exploration asset without any supporting materials.  

 

e/ the payables in the general ledger book was estimated at MNT 1,258,537.0 thousand 

whereas in the balance sheet it was estimated as MNT 2,186,897.0 thousand, which means that 

the payables was decreased by MNT 928,360.0 thousand. Also payables and receivables were 

decreased without reconciliation acts made with customers and suppliers.  

 

f/ The money received from the parent company should have been recorded in the 

general ledger book as MNT 10,547,858.0 thousand in the long term liabilities. However this 

amount was increased in the balance sheet up to MNT 24,404,430.0 thousand or by MNT 



13,856,845.0 thousand. This can create a favorable condition to transfer money abroad on the 

name of paying liabilities to the parent company.   

 

Question 9.  To make detailed list of officials who were entitled to dispose and manage the 

company’s assets during 2007-2011.  

 

Answer: The right for the primary or first signature was owned by Dennis Lehoux in 2007-

2008; by David Bartel in 2009-2010; and by Justin Kapla in 2011, respectively. Cristobal David 

in 2007-2010 and Hilarion Cajucom in 2011 were responsible for signing the 2nd signature. As 

the company did not provide any of the orders on officials’ appointments, we answered to this 

question basing on the signatures shown on the financial statements, reports provided to tax 

and other authorities.  

 

Question 10. How much expenses did the company spend on geological and exploration 

studies in 2007-2011? All expenses should be listed according to each license on mining and 

exploration.  

 

Answer: Expenses that were recorded on the name of special licenses can not be proven 

by primary documentary evidence, also there are significant differences. Also 214,405,7 

thousand MNT were transactions which are not related to special licenses, but recorded as if 

they were transferred as license fee to Mineral Resources Agency.  

 

- Exploration evaluation asset account in 2007: 

 

SouthGobi Sands LLC indicated in the “Ovoot Tolgoi coal mine feasibility study” that a 

total of USD 12,820.2 thousand or MNT 15,127,836.0 thousand was spent from the postponed 

exploration assets account. However the total expenses accumulated in the postponed 

exploration asset account during the reporting year was MNT 22,841,251.2 thousand, which is 

shown in the table of this report. However, as seen from the general ledger book, there is no 

ground to consider that the above MNT 22,841,251.2 thousand was accumulated during the 

whole year. Because, on the last day of 2007 or on December 31, the expenses in the above 

account was increased without any supporting evidences. When we conducted financial 

inspection, we followed the questions of the inspector. Even though this issue was not asked; 

we submitted some additional facts and evidences that might be useful for the investigation.  

 

According to International Accounting Standard (IAS), the unrealized loss/profit of 

currency exchange rate is an account, where unrealized losses and profits are recorded. 

However in 2009, 2010 and 2011 the amount that exceeded total transactions were recorded in 

this account:  

 

- ….in 2009 a total of MNT 647,830,372.28 thousand were recorded to the cash, and the 

same amount or MNT 647,830,372.28 thousand was repeatedly recorded in unrealized 

currency rate difference loss/profit account numbered 67085; 

 



- in 2010 a total of MNT 1,400,052,354.66 thousand were recorded to the cash, and the 

same amount or MNT 1,400,052,354.66 thousand was repeatedly recorded in unrealized 

currency rate difference loss/profit account numbered 67085; 

 

- in 2011 a total of MNT 4,125,926,109.02 thousand were recorded to the cash, and the 

same amount or MNT 4,125,926,109.02 thousand was repeatedly recorded in unrealized 

currency rate difference loss/profit account numbered 67085 respectively. The reasons, ground 

and evidences of the above transactions were not found among the submitted evidences and 

materials. Generally, the company makes transactions from USD current account as well as 

from payables, receivables and advanced payment accounts to cash, thereby increases 

expenses without proving documents. The company transfers significant amount of money to 

customers or suppliers, creates payables, receivables and advance payments without indicating 

the recipient name, then records then into currency rate difference unrealized (realized 

loss/profit accounts and other accounts without evidences. Also after transferring actual 

payments to customs, social insurance and other organizations, the company associates these 

with the above mentioned payables and receivables thereby reduces taxable income. All these 

faults were listed in the conclusion. Also copies of some required materials are enclosed to this 

conclusion. Also the accounting software used by the company fails to correspond to IAS and 

Mongolian accounting standard, developed in compliance with IAS, or it might be intentionally 

modified allowing the company to create transactions with no supplier/customers’ names, 

receive income at the cost account, change the amount by way of transferring through a number 

of transferring accounts, create complications during inspections, record negative amounts to 

reduce the balance, to transfer all the balances to the cash account while transferring the end 

balance of previous year to the initial balance of the next year etc. If the company had used 

accounting program that correspond to accounting standards and other laws and regulations of 

Mongolia, such software would not allow to commit such actions….” (pp. 13-180, case 15).  

 

3. Testimony by the expert D.Mendbayar: “I conducted inspection in primary financial 

documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for the years of 2007-2011 and issued the report #01 

dated 28 August 2012.  I checked and reconciled the primary documentary evidence for 2007-

2011 submitted by the company with the sales income stated in financial and tax statements for 

2007-2011, which were submitted to General tax office, and found out that the company stated 

in the financial and tax statements for 2008-2011 that its sales income was MNT 

466,389,667.10 thousand. However according to my inspection, the sales income, in fact, must 

have been MNT 955,592,185.4 thousand. If to deduct relevant expenses and costs from the 

above amount, the taxable income for the above years should have been MNT 245,931,592.4 

[Note by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it 

omits reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 245,931,592.4 thousand]. In addition to this, 

MNT 10,311,533.2 [Note by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a 

typographical error when it omits reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 10,311,533.2 

thousand] was received from the parent company SouthGobi Resources in 2011, thus the 

company should have paid MNT 256,243,125.6 thousand as Corporate Income Tax. In other 

words, according to Corporate Income Tax law, income up to MNT 3 billion should be imposed 

10% tax, and if the income exceeds MNT 3 billion, then the tax should be 25% of the income. 



The company did not sell anything in the first half year of 2007-2008. When I checked and 

reconciled the VAT statement presented to tax office in 2008-2011 with primary financial 

documents, there was a difference equal to MNT 527,029,185.9 [Note by the Company: the text 

of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error when it omits reference to “thousand,” and 

must be MNT 527,029,185.9 thousand] which should be imposed 10% of VAT. Also even 

though the company did not sell goods in 2007, they sold special license #12050 to Asia Gold 

LLC at MNT 255,938,668.0 [Note by the Company: the text of the verdict seems to contain a 

typographical error when it omits reference to “thousand,” and must be MNT 255,938,668.0 

thousand] which is not presented in financial and tax statements. Also receivables totaling to 

MNT 8,456,502.0 thousand was reduced in the balance sheet. Thus, I considered it as sales 

income…” (case 16, pp.78-79)   

 

4. Report #01 dated December 18 2012 issued by M.Gangamaa, D.Dorj, 

R.Gantumur:  

 

“General provision… we conducted inspection on tax imposition and payment of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC for 2007-2011 basing on Report #01 by expert D.Mendbayar dated 28 

August 2012, financial documents submitted by the taxpayer and other data obtained from 

relevant organization… except materials of previous experts, we got other additional documents 

during the investigation and used agreements on drilling and other services, translated journals 

and orders. When we repeatedly required from the company to submit conclusions, 

reconciliation acts of sales agreements made with purchasers, documents related to closing the 

balances of previous years, (all these were claimed by the previous expert), the company failed 

to submit them… we made our report basing on received documents and materials… 

  

“two…expertizing: As seen from the audit conclusions, they were made in accordance 

with standards in  2008, 2009 and 2011. However, transactions related to the parent company 

and transactions related to the initial balances are not material, confused, which made difficult to 

make conclusion. In regard with 2010, the conclusion was conflicting. In addition to this, the 

accounting data development process passes 5 stages till the final preparation of balance 

sheet. At the 3rd stage or during the process of making detailed records in general ledger book, 

there were some faults, including: transactions were made between the same accounts; 

financial statement and balance sheet was made on the base of differences between debit and 

credit of the same account; there was significant differences in when the ending balances of the 

financial statements of 2007-2009 were transferred to the initial balances of the next year; the 

balances of previous years in 2009-2011 were closed from the “transferring cash” or cash in UB 

accounts without any supporting materials. Even though we asked for evidences regarding the 

above records, the company failed to submit them. In order to clarify about the business 

operation cycle of the company and the processes of presenting such cycles in the accounting, 

we had to visit the office and meet the mine manager Rodney Lacy, finance manager 

J.Enkhjargal and other accountants….” 

 

 “….the difficulties occurred during the inspections were the facts that records were made 

in English, which was difficult to understand; words are mostly abbreviated or marked with 



secret codes and cyphers; final quarterly and annual amounts were inconsistent with the 

balances of official balance sheets, which were officially approved by relevant authorities; 

samples of data and documents forms by a taxpayer are changed every 2-3 years (which 

conflicts with Article 4.1.4 of Accounting law). Thus we identified faults among significant 

number of documents. Also they made and submitted later many other additional documents, or 

denied the previously submitted materials, and stated that the accounting processes are wholly 

managed by the parent company when we personally arrived at the company’s office. Even 

though they specified in the accounting policy documents to comply with IAS, in fact they did not 

comply with such standards.  As a result of summarizing the documents submitted by a 

taxpayer or obtained from other organizations, report of the previous expert, conclusions by 

auditing companies, taxpayer’s explanation, calculation in feasibility studies, capacity increase, 

coal sales agreements and their provisions, reference in the Financial statement disclosure of 

2008 which says “annually, the Board of Directors adopt income and expense budget, and in 

2008 the cash flow which is planned to obtain from Ovoot Tolgoi,  will be sufficient for 

performing operational, exploration and development programs”, principle of recording 

operations in bookkeeping, preparation of financial operation report and interrelation between 

the financial statements, we have concluded that the action of hiding income was implemented 

according to plan by way of reflecting in the policy documents. Our method of fault identification 

and the amount of allegations can be proven by the increase of coal mine, operational 

extension, increase in workforce, fuel cost, growth of equipment numbers and capacity, portion 

of money granted by the parent company occupied in the total cash flow amount of the 

company.  

 

 

Three. Conclusion  

 

3.1 Violation of Corporate Income Tax law:  

 

In 3.1.1, total of MNT 19,900,987.3 thousand royalty was not included as taxable revenue 

in the corporate income tax returns and consequently not taxed even though these royalties 

were charged to the buyer as agreed in the contracts and recorded as receivables.  The 

royalties amounted to MNT 2,354,956.2 thousand, MNT 5,607,811.9 thousand and MNT 

11,938,219.2 thousand in 2009, 2010 and 2011, respectively. This violates relevant provisions 

of Article 3, 5, 7, 8 and 10 of Corporate Income Tax law of Mongolia.  

 

In 3.1.2, the joint capital of the company which was equal to MNT 11,655.0 thousand has 

not been changed since its establishment as shown in the state registration certificate and 

financial statements. However, in the financial statement disclosure, the money transferred from 

the parent company was named as “long-term advance” and recorded in the financial statement 

as “Long term loan”. Also there were no any reconciliation acts on payables and receivables. 

The amount of payables was presented in the balance sheet in increased amount than they 

were recorded in the general ledger book.  In other words, “fictitious payables” were created and 

taxable income has been understated by MNT 99,595,262.9 thousand in total. Yearly basis, the 

understated taxable income amounted to MNT 14,143,688.5 thousand in 2007, MNT 552,178.6 



thousand in 2008, MNT 40,572,235.5 thousand in 2009, and MNT 44,327,160.3 thousand in 

2011. This violates Article 4 of Accounting law and Article 18 of the General tax law.  

 

In 3.1.4, income from sale of business right has been taxed at 10 percent instead of 30 

percent in the corporate income tax return of 2009. As a result, taxable income understated by 

MNT 1,277,288.5 thousand, which violates Articles 5, 7, 8, 16 and 17 of the Corporate Income 

Tax law of Mongolia.  

 

In 3.1.5, withholding tax was not imposed and paid to budget on service fee amounting to 

MNT 150,108.4 thousand and transferred to “The America’s group” in 2008. This violates 

Articles 4, 17, 18 and 21 of the General Tax law of Mongolia.  

 

In 3.2.1, VAT was not imposed on other income of MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 

290,786.8 thousand in 2010 totaling  MNT 311,651.1 thousand as well as on donation 

amounted to MNT 265,423.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 31,113.1 thousand in 2009, MNT 

506,130.8 thousand in 2010, and MNT 812,641.0 thousand in 2011; assets transferred to others 

free of charge amounted to MNT 32,943,746.0 thousand in 2011, a total of MNT 34,559,054.5 

thousand of income transferred to others free of charge. This violates Article 7 and 13 of VAT 

law.  

 

In 3.2.2, total of MNT 2,064,694.6 thousand services fees were not imposed VAT as 

follows: Service fee for contract work transferred in 2009 to PRC company called “Beijing 

Fanhua steel structure engineering”, which is a non-resident legal entity of Mongolia; Service 

fee transferred to “SGS-CSTS standard mechnikol services company”. It violates article 7 of 

VAT law of Mongolia. Finally, we conclude that the financial statement and balance sheet 

preparation process of the company is wholly conducted against relevant standards, which 

makes it incomprehensible. This action was committed with the aim to conceal and convert cash 

flow of the company.  

 

All aforementioned actions contradict with article 4, 7, 19 of the Accounting law of 

Mongolia. Cristobal David, a finance manager of SouthGobi Resources Limited, which is named 

as the parent company in the bookkeeping and as “indirect financer” in the accounting policy 

documents, has signed 2nd signature on financial and tax statements for 2007-2010. This 

violates the Article 20 of the Accounting law which says “it is restricted to admit job of a position 

under his/her direct control in accordance with his/her job description”. (pp. 138-170, case 16)  

5. Testimony by the expert R.Gantumur during the investigation (pp.131-132, case 24); 

 

6. Testimony by the expert M.Gangamaa: “….The understated amount in the report is the 

amount after deducting the reported amounts from the amounts stated in the Contracts. But we 

have deducted the contract amounts from the total where no activities took place. ….In regard 

with the conclusion that MNT 19,900,987.3 thousand in 2011 was recorded as receivables, the 

royalty is paid to the accounts numbered 21260 and 21262 from the account numbered 66170 

but under contracts executed with some buyers some parts of royalty are recorded at the 



account receivables for invoicing. The reason why it was concluded as income is that it was 

recorded as a write-off entry from the taxable income in the total amount. However, some 

buyers are responsible for royalty under respective contracts and this is also stated in the 

journal entries….  In regard with false payables, it is the difference between accounting and 

balance. According to accounting law, all the balances have to be checked with the vendors at 

the end of a year, and when we required the checked balances, they were not provided to us.” 

(pp.134, case 24)  

 

 7. In the Expert conclusion #015 dated 21 January 2014 made by the experts of 

Economic inspection department of the National Institute of Forensic Science (consisting of 5 

experts):   

 

 - “One. General provision…. We reviewed and studied the 2007-2011 financial 

documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC and the relevant materials of the file (case), and 

conducted the expert analysis/study and issued this expert report complying with the Forensic 

Study Law of Mongolia and Procedure on Conducting Financial Expert Analysis and Standards 

on Financial Expert Analysis approved by the Ministers of Justice and Domestic Affairs and 

Finance on 18 June 2010 under the resolution #110/137 in order to answer the questions asked 

by the legal organizations and issue an expert report of legal justifications.  

 

…. Two. Regarding the expert analysis/study: In accordance with the resolution dated 20 

June 2012 of the Investigation Division of the IAAC, D.Mendbayar conducted an expert analysis 

over the 2007-2011 financial documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC and issued the expert report 

#01 on 28 Aug, 2012. As well, in accordance with the resolution dated 2 October 2012 of the 

Investigation Division of the IAAC, M.Gangamaa, D.Dorj and R.Gantumur conducted an expert 

analysis over the 2007-2011 financial documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC and issued the 

expert report #01 on 18 Dec, 2012 by which a total of MNT 233,976,645.5 thousand payment, 

including MNT 152,259,261.6 thousand of compensation, MNT 45,566,352.3 thousand of 

penalty, MNT 1,427,970.6 thousand of interest and MNT 34,723,061.6 thousand of undue loss, 

was charged on the faults worth MNT 1,164,22,824.1 thousand [Note by the Company: the text 

of the verdict seems to contain a typographical error by missing a digit, and must be MNT 

1,164,222,824.1 thousand] as in the report. As stated in No 1 of the Annex “List of the faults 

revealed by the inspection conducted at “SouthGobi Sands” LLC” of the expert report issued by 

M.Gangamaa, D.Dorj and R.Gantumur on 18 December 2012 recorded in the Pages 138-170 of 

the case file 16, the faults worth MNT 434,136,062.4 thousand, including MNT 21,107,106.7 

thousand in 2008, MNT 13,420,818.3 thousand in 2009, MNT 30,434,668.1 thousand in 2010 

and MNT 369,173,469.3 thousand, were charged for an allegation of an incomplete 

presentation of sales income of the major operation in the statement. To calculate the faults, the 

experts viewed that the agreements entered into by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC and its vendors 

were implemented completely however they made a calculation difference. The agreements and 

amendments thereto were provided for the expert analysis however as the documents regarding 

the implementation of the agreements, acts on evaluation of the agreements and acts on the 

check of accounts with the vendors were not provided for the expert analysis, the Feasibility 

Study of 2007, Mine Plans and Reports of 2008-2011, acts on the check of accounts with the 



State Customs Inspector and the 2008-2011 financial statements of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, 

which were provided for the expert analysis, were used to calculate the sales income… When 

we conducted the expert analysis, we reviewed the materials of the case file and the financial 

documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC according to the questions about the expert analysis and 

received clarifications and explanations from the relevant persons.”;  

 

 Three. Conclusion. Answer to question 3: “SouthGobi Sands” LLC incompletely 

presented sales income equal to MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 371,586.4 thousand in 

2009 and MNT 290,786.8 thousand in 2010, respectively. 

  

Answer to question 6: It is considered that there are sufficient grounds to conclude that 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to report MNT 2,354,956,200 in 2009, MNT 5,607,811,900 in 

2010 and MNT 11,938,219,200 respectively in the account receivable #12105 for the royalties 

to be taken from buyers. 

  

Answer to question 10: No tangible assets were recorded in the year-end financial 

statement and balance sheet of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for the years of 2007-2010. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to consider that the company created amortization of MNT 7,359,346,400 for 

fixed assets unlisted in balance sheet for the year of 2010, thereby included this amount into 

cost and accordingly decreased taxable income.  

 

 Answer to question 11: Income from other sales totaling MNT 20,864,300 in 2007 and 

MNT 290,786,800 in 2010 was proven not to have been reported in VAT statement by external 

statements.   

  

Answer to Question 12: there are sufficient grounds to conclude  that on the goods and 

services transferred free of charge to others with a total  value of MNT 265,423,600 in 2008, 

MNT 31,113,100 in 2009, MNT 506,130,800 in 2010 and MNT 33,736,387,000  in 2011, NO 

VAT was imposed and paid to the state budget.  

 

 Answer to Question 13:  there are sufficient grounds to conclude that the company 

established false payable totaling MNT 14,143,688,500 for the year of 2007, MNT 552,178,600 

for 2008, MNT 40,572,235,500 for 2009 and MNT 44,327,160,000 for 2011 respectively, and 

thereby decreased taxable income.  

 

Answer to question 14: there are sufficient grounds to conclude that income provided to 

business entity from non-resident withholder totaling MNT 150,108,400 were NOT reported in 

2008, as well as a total of  MNT 2,064,694,600 were not paid for VAT in 2009. 

 

Answer to Question 15: there are sufficient grounds to consider that SouthGobi did not 

fully pay the withholding tax on income retained from the sale of a license ownership right equal 

to MNT 1,277,288,500 in 2009. Because in 2009 SouthGobi did not impose 30% of Corporate 

Income Tax (Corporate Income Tax) for the license ownership right transfer fees specified in 

VAT statement as stated in Article 17.2.7 of the Law on Corporate Income Tax. Thereby the 



company violated Articles 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 20 and 21 of the Law on Corporate Income 

Tax; Articles 7 and 13 of Law on VAT; Articles 4, 47, 48 and 58 of the Law on Mineral 

Resources; Articles 4, 6, 7, 12 and 18 of the General Taxation Law; and Articles 4 and 7 of the 

Accounting Law (pp. 58-64, 67-72, case 28)   

 

8. Testimony by the expert D.Munkhtsetseg, who made the above report: “…The previous 

expert’s report alleging that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC underreported income of MNT 20,864,300 

in 2007; MNT 371,586,400 in 2009 and MNT 290,786,800 in 2010 was grounded. Because it 

was found that other sales income, which was payable to corporate income tax, equal to MNT 

20,864.3 thousand and MNT 290,786.8 thousand were not reported in the years of 2007 and 

2010, respectively. These faults were established by extraneous information of the National 

Taxation Authority. About the faults in the amount of MNT 371,586.4 thousand related to the 

year of 2009, the income from fine imposed to insufficient adjustment of financial report was 

recorded to be equal to MNT 1,343,291.0 thousand. However, corporate tax income was 

reported differently or at MNT 971,704.6 thousand. Thus, the previous expert’s report was 

considered to be grounded. Allegation of previous expert’s report stating that “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC failed to report MNT 150,108,400 as income granted by non-resident withholder to 

business entity in 2008 as well as MNT 2,064,694,600 MNT for VAT in 2009 is considered to be 

grounded. This is due the fact that although related agreement were translated and submitted 

during the investigation, no evidence was submitted proving that the work and services were not 

conducted on the territory of Mongolia. Also it was considered grounded that the company failed 

to pay tax on total of MNT 2,064,694,600, which includes MNT 809,372.4 thousand transferred 

to “Beijing Fanhua Steel Engineering Structure” company on 10 November 2009 and MNT 

946,668.2 thousand transferred to the same company on 13 October 2009, as well as MNT 

308,653.8 thousand which was recorded in journal, and MNT 150,108.3 thousand which was 

transferred for expat’s wage.” (pp. 82-83, case 28)   

 

9. Testimony by expert U.Bat-Erdene provided during the investigation: “Recorded money 

of MNT 19,900,987,000 in the name of royalty receivables was registered as a part of other 

incomes to reduce the taxable income. This action committed by the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

helped shrink the amount of expenditure that was to be taxed as well. This fault is proven by the 

fact that even though the above mentioned sum of money had been registered in the accounts 

receivables, it was not recorded in the income report…. As the financial reports from the years 

of 2007 to 2010 prove, the company never registered the property they possess but they stated 

the part of the sum (above) as property depreciation thereby reduced taxable income. See case 

19 of the file” (pp. 84, case 28) 

 

10. Testimony by expert J.Badamsuren provided during the investigation: There are 

sufficient grounds that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to impose VAT on donation (goods and 

services transferred to others free of charge) amounted to MNT 265,423,600 in 2008, MNT 

31,113,100 in 2009, MNT 506,130,800  in 2010, and MNT 33,756,387.00 in 2011. As stated in 

the Article 13.1.1, the Value Added Tax Law, goods and services that are utilized outside of the 

company’s internal usage circulation for personal purpose or transferred free of charge to 

different entities are not included in the tax exemption. Having based on this article, the 



company is a subject to pay VAT. Primary financial audit proves that the company transferred 

the above mentioned amounts of goods and services to other parties….. Failure to present 

sales income of MNT 20,864,300 in 2007 and MNT 290,786,800 in 2010 in the VAT statement  

was proven by tax external information source submitted to General Department of Taxation” 

(pp. 80, case 28)   

 

11. Testimony by expert L.Altantsetseg provided during the investigation: …the company 

imposed 10% of VAT on license transfer fees which were reported in the VAT statement in 

2009. However, it failed to impose 30% Corporate Income Tax according to Article 17.2.7 of the 

Corporate Income Tax Law on fees related to license transfer which were specified in VAT 

statement.   Thus this fault was considered to be grounded. (pp. 78-79, case 28)  

 

12. Report #185 by the experts of the Economic Investigation Department of NIFS dated 

December 16, 2014 (consisting of 7 experts): “….While conducting the expert analysis, we 

reviewed the materials of the file (case) and the financial documents of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

according to the questions about the expert analysis and received clarifications and 

explanations from the relevant persons”;  

 

Three. Conclusion 

 

- Answers to question 2: the answers 12, 13, 09, 10 specified in the report #015 dated 

January 21, 2014 of the Forensic Institute have legal grounds as they can be proved by the 

evidence documents, which are:  

 

- Answer 2-12: There are sufficient grounds to establish what was stated in the # 12 of the 

report, failure of paying VAT on the goods and services equal to MNT 265,423.6 thousand in 

2008, MNT 31,113.1 thousand in 2009, MNT 506,130.8 thousand in 2010 and MNT 

33,756,387.0 thousand in 2011 transferred to others free of charge. 

 

- Answer 2-10: There are sufficient grounds to establish what was stated in the # 10 of the 

report that tangible assets were not recorded in the year-end financial statements of “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC for the years of 2007-2010. Therefore, the reduced taxable income by way of 

creating amortization totaling MNT 7,359,346.4 thousand on the fixed asset unlisted in the 

balance sheet in 2010 is grounded (pp. 172,181,192,208,220,228, case 19); 

 

- Answer 2-13: There are sufficient grounds to establish what was stated in the # 13 of the 

report, that the company established false payables totaling MNT 13,135,119.6 in 2007, MNT 

552,176.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 40,572,235.5 thousand in 2009 and MNT 44,372,160.3 

thousand in 2011 respectively, thereby decreased taxable income. Because all these 

transactions were made without initial accounting documents required by the regulation # 

171/111 approved by the Minister of Finance and National Statistical Office of Mongolia and 

there are no evidence documents, reconciliation act with the parent company. 

 



Answer to question 3: There are sufficient grounds to establish what was stated in the #14 

of the report that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to present MNT 2,064,694.6 thousand in 2009 

in the VAT statement from the income provided to the business entity from a non-resident 

withholder.  

 

The company made payment with VAT to the company that is not registered in the 

territory of Mongolia, for the consulting services, but did not pay VAT to the state budget. This 

violates the Articles 7, Clause 7.1 of the Law on VAT "Except as otherwise provided for in this 

law, VAT shall be imposed on the following goods, work and services:  

 

In clause 7.1.4, work performed and services provided in the territory of Mongolia.  

 

In clause 7.2, if the total value of work performed and services provided by a foreign legal 

entity that does not reside in the territory of Mongolia and non-resident individual is MNT 10.0 

million or more, it shall be subject to subparagraph 7.1.4 of this law.  

 

In clause 7.4, the following activities shall be treated as "provision of services" P.7.4.9 

when an individual who does not reside in the territory of Mongolia performs work and provides 

services based on orders placed by a person or legal entity of Mongolia.  

 

In article 16, clause 16.1.2, when a person or legal entity of Mongolia purchases goods, 

work, or services specified in clauses 7.3.5 and 7.4.9 of this law from an entity that does not 

reside or stay in Mongolia, it shall impose and withhold VAT on value of the goods, work, or 

services and make payment to the budget";  

 

- Answer 6a to question 6:  There are sufficient grounds to establish what was stated in 

the #6 of the report, that the company failed to include the royalty payment of MNT 2,354,956.2 

thousand in 2009; MNT 5,607,811.9 thousand in 2010 and MNT 11,938,219.2 thousand in 

2011, a total of MNT 19,900,987.3 thousand and failed to pay the royalties, even though the 

company concluded agreements that the royalties to be paid by the buyers and registered as 

the royalties in receivable accounts (pp. 206-250, case 16; Pages 1-8, case 17) 

 

The royalties are paid from the account #66170-Royalty and credit entry of the payables 

accounts, from the accounts #21260, #21262 Royalty payables, but sometimes they claim from 

customers based on their contracts some of the payments as receivables. This allegation is 

registered in the receivable account, but was not registered as income in the statement. 

 

- Answer to question 7: The company sales income as it is stated in the financial report 

were MNT 518,207.1 thousand in 2007, MNT 4,140,953.2 thousand in 2008, MNT 61,522,084.4 

thousand in 2009, MNT 116,386,560.9 thousand in 2010 and MNT 284,840,068.7 thousand in 

2011. Total of the taxable income from 2007-2011 is MNT 466,907,874.3 thousand, as per 

financial report the company has loss of MNT 119,353,493.9 thousand as per tax report 

reported MNT 53,421,637.8 thousand of taxable income. Calculation of the sales income, how it 



was allocated in the financial reports of 2007-2010 is shown in the Table 2 attached to this 

report. 

 

- Answer to question 10, 11 and 13: “The company had taxable income of MNT 

166,990,348.9 thousand during 2007 to 2011, which tax payment of MNT 35,252,394.7 

thousand payable to the state…. It was determined by the provisions 8, 13, 16, and 17 of Law of 

Corporate Income Tax, provisions 7, 13, 16, and 17 of Law of VAT, and the provision 18 of the 

General Law of Taxation of Mongolia.” (pp. 21-29, case 31; Pages 30-35, case 31 of report’s 

attachment) 

 

13.  Testimony by J.Janilgaan: “SouthGobi Sands LLC didn’t indicate the sales income of 

MNT 290,786.6 thousand in 2010 and sales income of MNT 371,586,400 in 2009, total of sales 

income MNT 683,217,500 in the Corporate Income Tax report; in other words, the company 

didn’t report the sales income. Sales income of MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007 was related to 

“American Group LLC” and it wasn’t indicated in the financial statement. Income of MNT 

290,786.8 thousand in 2010 was mentioned in the extra tax data according to the general tax, 

however it was not indicated in the financial statement. This was proven by the independent 

information. Transaction relevant to MNT 371,586.4 thousand in 2009 was the fine imposed to 

others and wasn’t indicated in the financial report of that year. The sales income of MNT 

371,586,400 out of MNT 1,343,291,000 in 2009 was considered as the fixable amount in the 

financial report and differences of amount of MNT 971,704,600 was indicated in the Corporate 

Income Tax report. Therefore, the previous expert’s report is considered as justifiable. 

Corporate Income Tax report was investigated by the statement and ledger of …. case file. This 

violation was proven by the ledger of the criminal case file 15 and 16 of #201301000120… 

 

We considered that a total of MNT 311,651,000 including MNT 20,864,300 in 2007, and 

MNT 290,786,800 MNT in 2010 which were unreported in VAT statement should have been 

paid for other sales income. Because the amount totaling to MNT 371,586,400, which was not 

presented in other sales income statement in 2009, was in fact income earned from penalty. 

There are sufficient grounds to establish that the company failed to pay VAT on the goods and 

services equal to MNT 265,423,600 in 2008, MNT 31,113,100 in 2009, MNT 506,130,800 in 

2010 and MNT 33,756,387,000 in 2011 transferred to others free of charge. Because in the 

financial statement this amount was presented as “transferred to others free of charge”, so here 

it must be imposed VAT. There are sufficient grounds to establish that the company established 

false payables totaling MNT 13,135,119.6 thousand in 2007, MNT 552,176.6 thousand in 2008, 

MNT 40,572,235.6 thousand in 2009 and MNT 44,327,160.3 thousand in 2011, also decreased 

loss by MNT 2,097,286.3 thousand in 2010, thereby decreased taxable income totaling to MNT 

100,683,980.3 thousand. Because all these transactions were made without primary accounting 

documents required by the regulation # 171/111 approved by the Minister of Finance and 

National Statistical Office of Mongolia and there are no evidence documents, reconciliation act 

with the parent company. Also according to the previous experts report, the company was 

alleged in creation of false payables totaling to MNT 98,586,694.0 thousand and reduction of 

taxable income. We calculated the amount of tax payables for each year between 2007-2011, 

and identified differences in transferred loss of previous year equaling to MNT 2,097,286.6 



thousand in 2010. Even though MNT 100,683,980,300 was recorded as loan received from 

parent company, there was no relevant reconciliation acts or evidences. Therefore, we view that 

the taxable income was reduced without justifiable reason. Because there was no primary 

documentary evidence to prove this, it is considered as the reduced taxable income. We 

consider that the previous expert’s report is justifiable. Also, taxes were not imposed on MNT 

809,372,400 transferred to “Beijing Fanhua Steel Structure” company in 2009, MNT 

946,668,200 transferred in October 13th and MNT 308,653,800 that is recorded in the ledger, 

and MNT 2,064,694,600 that was paid for the service of foreign expert. … There was violation 

of MNT 1,277,288,500 for income from sales of rights on which MNT 255,457,700 of tax was 

imposed. By the contract of selling technical data and transferring license, the company 

imposed VAT on sale of exploration technical data. According to the provision 17.2.7 of Law of 

Corporate Income Tax, 30% of Corporate Income Tax was imposed. (License sales 

agreement)… (pp. 66-68, case 31) 

 

14. Testimony by the expert D.Ganbat: “…SouthGobi Sands LLC underreported income of 

MNT 20,864,300 in 2007. In regard with MNT 371,586,400 in 2009, it was recorded as income 

from penalty in ledger, not in balance sheet. Thus we consider it as failure to present other sales 

income in the statement. In regard with MNT 209,786,800, this amount was, in fact, the sales 

income which was proven by tax external data. …We did not impose VAT on MNT 371,586,400 

which is other sales income, as it was income from penalty received from others. However, we 

had to impose VAT on other amount sales income. …The company itself recorded that it owes 

MNT 968,885,839,000 to parent company as of 31 December 2011. However, no one knows 

whether the parent company claims this money, also no reconciliation evidences and 

documents exist on this matter. Also it is unclear whether the above amount is loan or 

investment. If it was loan, there must have been interest; if it was investment then this amount 

should have been added to the equity/statutory fund. Unfortunately, no facts relevant to this 

matter exist” (pp. 69-70, case 31)   

 

15. Testimony by the expert B.Erdenetuya: “…It has been detected a fault that the 

company failed to present other sales income totaling to MNT 683,217,500 in financial and tax 

statements in 2007-2010. We view this underreporting of sales income. …Royalty payment of 

MNT 2,354,956,200 in 2009; MNT 5,607,811,900 in 2010 and MNT 11,938,219,200 in 2011, or 

total of MNT 19,900,987,300 have been recorded to be paid by buyers, but failed to record as 

taxable income, impose tax and pay to the budget. Our experts has reviewed and examined this 

fault and considered to be grounded. There are sufficient grounds to establish that while 

intangible assets were not recorded in the financial statements for the years of 2007-2010, 

amortization totaling MNT 7,359,346,400 on intangible asset was recorded and deducted from 

taxable income in Corporate Income Tax of 2010. This can be clearly seen in case 19 and 

violates Article 13.1 and 13.2.5 of the Corporate Income Tax Law…. About the false payables 

totaling to MNT 100,683,980,600, “SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to make reconciliation act with 

its parent company. Therefore, it is justifiable that the taxable income was reduced…” (pp. 69-

70, case 31) 

 



16. Testimony by the expert O.Battseren: “….we viewed that the company reduced 

taxable income thereby violated Article 13 of Corporate Income Tax law. Even though no assets 

subject to amortization was recorded, the company calculated amortization. We consider it as 

ungrounded reduction of taxable income by way of creating unjustified amortization. …About 

false payables, no reconciliation acts or evidences proving such payables to a parent company 

have been found. Thus we considered it as false payables. From other side, it is ungrounded 

that in 2007-2011, when coal price was sufficiently high in comparison with current situation, the 

company tried to prove as if it operated at loss by way of creating a large amount of payables. 

(pp. 73-74, case 31); 

 

17. Testimony by the expert D.Otgontsetseg: “The company violated articles of VAT law, 

thereby violated article 13.11 of the VAT law.” (pp. 75-75, case 31)  

 

18. Testimony by the expert Ts.Oyuntuul: “…In the expert report it is clearly indicated that 

the company reduced its taxable income by way of creating false payables totaling to MNT 

100,863,980,600. No evidences and reconciliation acts had been drawn with the parent 

company. Also the company failed to formulate primary financial documents according to 

accounting law. Also in regard with income from sales of right, it was detected a fault equaling to 

MNT 1,277,288,500 on which imposed tax totaling to MNT 255,457,700 (pp. 77-78, case 31) 

 

19. Testimony by the expert J.Batbold: “...It was determined that the company 

incompletely presented sales income equal to MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 290,786.8 

thousand in 2010 and MNT 371,586,400 in 2009 totaling MNT 683,217,500 [thousand]. Even 

though it was stated in the experts report and interrogations of witnesses that “in the 

agreements it was specified that royalties should be paid by buyers on behalf of “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC, in the agreements submitted by the company no such agreements have been 

found. Thus we issued a report basing on statements and ledgers attached to the case. Even 

though there is a record in account payables, if there is no record in sales income account, then 

taxable income would be reduced in the unrecorded amount, thus it would be grounded to 

consider as concealment of income. There are sufficient grounds to establish that the company 

failed to pay VAT on the goods and services equal to MNT 265,423,602 in 2008, MNT 

31,113,100 in 2009, MNT 506,130,800 in 2010 and MNT 33,756,387,000 in 2011 transferred to 

others free of charge. The company presented in the balance sheet of 2011 that MNT 

33,756,387.000 in 2011 was transferred to others free of charge. This balance sheet is attached 

to the case as evidence. However, in regard with burnt excavator worth MNT16,974,439,596 

even though it was recorded in the balance sheet that it was transferred to others free of 

charge, no conclusions or accident acts proving the impossibility to use this excavator have 

been issued by law enforcement agencies…” (case 31, pp. 79-80); 

 

20. Testimony by the witness Ts. Sarantuya: “…..we conducted examination within the 

frame of financial documents submitted to us at that time. The examination covered the period 

from Jan 1, 2009 through August 15, 2009. VAT imposition between August 15, 2009 and 

December 31, 2009 was not subjected to inspection. The issue relevant to VAT to be deducted 

from income provided to the business entity from a non-resident withholder equal to MNT 



2,064,694,600, which was established by NIFS’s experts, is referred to service which was 

conducted after October 2009. Thus this issue is not relevant to and separate from the fault 

equaling to MNT 933,592,607 relevant to works and services rendered by foreign legal entity, 

which are not located in Mongolia, on the territory of Mongolia”. (case 31, pp.12); 

 

21. Testimony by the witness M.Altangerel: “… By the request of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

on validating the company’s VAT payments, the taxation department of Sukhbaatar district 

conducted partial inspections on the company’s imposed taxes and payments and validated it 

with the act… “From the partial inspections on VAT payments of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

imposed between September 6, 2007 and December 31, 2008, MNT 8,374,649,904 of returns 

from the budget was determined by the state inspector of Sukhbaatar taxation department and 

re-validation inspection was conducted in accordance with the provision 15 of Law of VAT and 

procedures of the Minister of Finance. The inspection on VAT was performed in very short time. 

We inspected material we received only at that time. We don’t know if there is a violation on 

imposing VAT to the products and services that are transferred to others for free and not making 

payments to state budget…” (pp.14, case 31);  

 

22. Testimony by the witness D. Ganbat: “…Inspection on validation VAT imposition and 

VAT over payment of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC was conducted between August 15, 2009 and 

December 31, 2010. We don’t know if there was a violation on VAT imposition and payment on 

goods and services that are transferred to others for free. Anyway, we conducted the inspection 

in the frame of received documents and approved the act…” (pp. 15, case 31);  

 

23. Testimony by the witness J.Enkhjargal “… I started working as a finance manager 

from July 18, 2011. ...When the company accountants receive invoices, they have to make 

relevant journal records on financial system. After I double check if accountant has proper 

approval from the departments for the invoices, the accountant type what is on the journal on 

the computer to make entry of the journal into the financial system. Then I again check the entry 

record on the system to make sure no mistakes are done and approve for online version (in the 

system). After my approval journal is returned back to the accountants to give to payment 

accountant. Payment accountant prints out the online version and pass it to the General 

Manager of the Finance. Once the document is reviewed, the General Manager signs it for the 

first signature and passes to the President for the second signature to complete the payment… 

Coal purchase and sale agreements are mainly signed in Hong Kong and Beijing…. The 

company’s financial report of 2009 was prepared by the Cristobal David who had worked there 

as the manager of financial department at that time, and the ex-executive director David Bartel 

signed and approved it…” (pp.147, case 14; pp. 139, case 24); 

 

24. Testimony by the witness Z.Batkhishig: “… as it can be clearly seen from the 

statement, after deduction of loan and loan payables which was received from our parent 

company in 2009, the loan balance must be MNT 91,433,835,433… after adding the previous 

year balance equaling to MNT 135,478,465,467 the loan balance at the end of the year is MNT 

226, 915, 278, 807. …I never understand this so-called “currency rate equation”. Only the 



former finance manager and senior accountants, who were working at that time, used to make 

the calculation on the system…” (case 24, pp.149, 151-152);  

 

25. Testimony by the witness B.Anudari: “Accountants in charge of tax make tax reports 

every quarter, senior accountant and finance managers review them. General Manager of 

Finance and company President and Executive Director sign the report and deliver to tax 

department.” (case 14, pp.203);  

 

26. Testimony by the witness Kh.Bayasmaa: “….I work as an accountant in charge of 

payables accounts. All financial transactions are recorded and presented in accordance with 

general tax law of Mongolia, package of laws, accounting laws, procedures and instructions. 

(case 14, pp.213);  

 

27. Testimony by the witness D.Altantsetseg “….How about coal payment, our buyers are 

responsible for full payment for coal as specified in the agreement. In the event that buyer fails 

to get coal within due period specified in the agreement, this must considered as full supply, 

thus our company fully charges the coal price. In regard with my job duties, I am in charge of 

recording coals sales, receivables from other business entities under agreement, royalties, 

export customs fee, income and receivables from other sales. How about the year of 2011, our 

company entered into agreement with 11 foreign companies and 2 companies registered in 

Mongolia….. We entered into agreement for approximately 7,000,000 tons of coal, of which 

4,020,000 tons of coal was sold, and agreement for the remained 3,638,000 tons was not 

performed.” (case 14, pp.216-219; case 24, pp.146-148);  

 

28. Testimony by the witness B.Bolormaa: “…. “SouthGobi Sands” LLC is a subsidiary of 

the SouthGobi Resources LLC. Sometimes, some transactions and withdrawals are made from 

the parent company in Hong Kong. However I do not really know what to answer to this 

question. These issues can be clarified from the Company finance managers or company 

management.” (case 14, p.222;);  

 

29. Testimony by the defendant Cristobal David as a defendant “… from September, 

2007, I started as the accounting manager for the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC in Mongolia. 

According to the structural reorganization held in the company in 2010, I was promoted to a 

general manager of finance and accounting department. Actually it was not really a promotion; it 

was a job title change. As for the part of Mongolia the new assignment was same as the 

previous one for the duty I had to perform but from other side I had an additional privilege to 

report to the parent company. When I first started working in 2007, there were two accountants 

for the company, and I was responsible for financial issues to the parent company in Canada. 

As a manager of accounting it was my duty to make main decisions related with the monitoring 

of company’s accounting in compliance with the accounting operation in Mongolia which means 

I used to give accounting consultancy, but final decision making was up to Dennis Lehoux. I 

created and started accounting system to make non production mining company an operational 

mining company. Back in those days, reports were completed and presented by the two 

accountants on which Dennis Lehoux used to sign for the first signature and myself for the 



second signature. Reports used to be reviewed and monitored by the company specialized in 

auditing in compliance with the law for the foreign invested companies to have their reports 

reviewed and monitored by the audit companies. And since the parent company in Canada was 

a company with the status of being open to the public, it used to have its subsidiaries monitored 

by the audit companies. Therefore our reports were examined on quarterly basis. (See case 25, 

page 8);  

 

30. Testimony by the defendant Justin Kapla as a suspect: “ … from November, 2010, I 

worked on the position of general manager of Ovoot Tolgoi Operations for the “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC and in June, 2011, I was promoted to the President of the company and have been 

working with that title so far. As a president and executive director of the “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC I was in charge of the departments of human resources, informational technology, 

administration, project development and foreign relations. The only role I play in the financial 

operation of the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC is to sign the tax payment report by the financial 

manager for the approval. For instance I sign the tax statement to be submitted to the state. As I 

know there are two types of principal financial reporting systems for our company to follow. One 

is financial reporting system of Mongolia and the other one is international financial reporting 

system called IFRS. I am aware of the fact that it is mandatory for the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, 

as a tax payer, to present reports of export and import, report the income according to the 

Mongolian laws and pay every type of taxes imposed on us … financial issues are responsibility 

of the general manager and the executive director of the finance … I do not sign the income and 

expenditure transaction document. I sign the payment and taxation reports along with the 

manager of finance. … I am not reported about the cash flows from the overseas. Financial 

department is responsible for the cash flows from the abroad…” (case 23, pp. 115-117);  

 

31. Testimony by the defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. “… When I was in the Philippines, 

on the 19th of June 2011, I received an e-mail attached with the contract to work for the 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC on the position of the manager of finance. Therefore, as I recall, on the 

5th of July 2011, I arrived in Mongolia to take my position officially from the previous general 

manager named Cristobal J. David. As a manager of finance it was my duty to present monthly, 

quarterly and annual reports, conduct my tasks according to the actual financial reports and 

provide financial department personnel with consultancy. I was fired on 20th of June 2012. …” 

(case 23, pp.120-122, case 25, pp.15-16);  

 

32.  Evidences related to the job position of defendant Cristobal G. David: 

 

 

32.1 Labor agreement on appointment on the position of a manager of company’s 

accounting department effective from August 1 2007 (pp. 29-36 of 29th case file) 

32.2 Official letter of appointing him as the general manager of the company’s financial 

and accounting department, effective date: December 1st of 2009 (pp. 28, 37 of 29th case file); 

32.3 Job description (pp. 26, 35 of 29th case file), 

33. Evidences related to the job position of defendant Justin Kapla, US citizen: 



33.1 Labor agreement of the general manager, which is executed on September 4th of 

2010 with “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, Amendments to the agreement, which appointed him as the 

president and the executive director of the company effective from April 1st of 2011 (pp. 38-45, 

48-57, file 29), 

33.2 Job description of the President and Executive Director (pp. 79-80, file 29) 

33.3 The resolution of June 3rd of 2011 of the independent shareholder of “SouthGobi 

Sands” LL (Beverley A. Bartlett, director of SGQ Coal Investment Pte LTD), regarding 

appointing Justin Kapla to the president and executive director’s position (pp. 46, 58, file 29) , 

33.4 The resolution of dismissing Justin Kapla from the position of president and executive 

director of the company effective from February 1st of 2013 (pp. 47, 59, file 29), 

33.5 Job description of the President and Executive Director (pp. 93-94, file 29), 

34. Evidences related to the job position of defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom, the Philippines 

citizen: 

34.1 Labor agreement of the general manager of financial department and its 

amendments, effective date: June 6th of 2011 (pp. 60-65, 68-75, file 29), 

34.2 Official letter on termination of labor agreement dated June 20, 2012 and official 

letter #12/833 of July 17th of 2012 of company’s President regarding impossibility to prolong 

labor agreement (pp. 66, 76, file  29) , 

34.3 Job description (pp. 64, 74, file 20), 

35. Job descriptions of Dennis Lehoux and David Lynn Bartel, official letters on 

appointment, job description and copies of the labor agreements (pp. 62, 93-104, file 25) 

36. Financial reports prepared between 2007 and 2011, which “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

submitted to State Budget Monitoring Office of the General Department of Taxation (files 19 and 

20), 

37. Charter of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC (pp. 193-204, file 11), 

38. Inspector’s resolution on appointing S. Enkh-Amgalan, the President and Executive 

Director of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, as the civil defendant (pp. 160, file 27), 

39. State registration certificate #9019019096 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC issued on 

2006.09.20 (pp. 209, file 11; pp. 164, file 13), 

40. Certificate for foreign invested business entity #06-923 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC of 

2006.09.19 (pp. 224, file 11; pp. 165, file 13), 

41. Special Exploration license #1272A of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC dated 2007.09.20 (pp. 

239, file 11), 

42. Charter of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC of 2006.08.24 (pp.52-54, file 12), 

43. Financial and tax reports of 4th quarter of 2011 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, signed by 

the defendants Justin Kapla and Hilarion B. Cajucom Jr. (pp. 137-170, file 19) , 

44. Financial and tax statements of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for 2007- 2010, signed by the 

defendant Cristobal G. David (pp. 171-238, file 19), 

45. Tax payer’s card of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC (file 34), 

46. Royalty report of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for 3rd and 4th quarter of 2007 (file 34), 

47. Financial reports of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter of 2011 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

(file 34), 

48. Investigator’s resolution on restriction rights of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC to administer 

and dispose of property (pp. 221, 226, 232, 237, and 238, file 3), 



49. Official letter #110 of the State Registration dated February 4, 2013 (p.220, file 3), 

50. Bank statement of an account in Khan Bank (pp. 224-225, file 3), 

51. Bank account statement of Golomt Bank (pp. 228-231, file 3), 

52. Bank account statement of Trade and Development Bank (pp. 234, file 3), 

53. References on property ownership rights and other rights in terms of owning property 

issued by the General Department of State Registration (pp. 155, 195, file 13), 

54. Coal sale agreements (17th case file), 

55. Ledger entries (pp. 206-250 of 16th case file), 

56. The evidences and documents submitted by the civil defendant -SouthGobi Sands 

LLC (files 1-30), 

57. Folders SGS-31-33, which newly created by the civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” 

LLC, and other written evidences that are gathered for the court case were examined at the 

requests of the parties during the court session.  

 

After examining all the aforementioned evidences debated during the trial it is 

concluded that it was proven that: 

 

The defendant Justin Kapla (the US citizen) while working as President and Executive 

Director of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC located on the territory of khoroo 15, Khan-Uul district from 

3 Jun, 2011 to 1 Feb, 2013, acted, as a principal coordinator, jointly with the defendant Hilarion 

V. Cajucom (the Philippines citizen and former general manager of finance) in criminal case 

related to intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax equals to MNT 17,441,383,600 

(seventeen billion four hundred forty one million three hundred eighty three thousand and six 

hundred MNT) which had to be imposed for taxable income totaling to MNT 90,021,466,300 by 

way of intentionally increasing expense amount for taxable income and presenting taxable 

income purposely in reduced amount in the financial statement for the year of 2011, thereby 

violated Article 18.1.1 of General Tax Law, Articles 8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of 

Corporate Income Tax law,  Articles 7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law;  

 

The defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom (the Philippines citizen) while working as a general 

manager of finance for SouthGobi LLC located on the territory of khoroo 15, Khan-Uul district  

from 6 Jun, 2011 to 20 Jul, 2012, jointly with the defendant Justin Kapla (US citizen and former 

President and Executive Director)  personally committed the crime of intentional evasion of 

paying a large amount of tax equals to MNT 17,441,383,600 (seventeen billion four hundred 

forty one million three hundred eighty three thousand and six hundred MNT) which had to be 

imposed to taxable income totaling to MNT 90,021,466,300 by way of intentionally increasing 

expense amount for taxable income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced 

amount in the financial statement for the year of 2011, thereby violated Article 18.1.1 of General 

Tax Law, Articles 8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of Corporate Income Tax law,  Articles 

7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law; 

 

The defendant Cristobal G.David (the Philippines citizen) personally committed a crime, 

when he was working as a general manager of finance for “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from 2007 to 

2010,  in cooperation with Dennis Lehoux, former President and Executive Director of 



“SouthGobi Sands” LLC in 2007 and David Lynn Bartel, former President and Executive 

Director of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC in 2008-2011, intentional evasion of paying a large amount 

of tax whose total payment charge equals MNT 17,811,011,070 (seventeen billion eight 

hundred eleven million eleven thousand seventy) which had to be imposed to taxable income 

totaling to MNT 76,768,582,400 by way of intentionally increasing expense of sales income and 

taxable income, presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount, and knowingly 

misreporting tax payables in the financial statement for the year of 2008-2011, thereby violated 

Article 18.1.1 of General Tax Law, Articles 8.1, 8.1.11 and 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of Corporate 

Income Tax law,  Articles 7.1,7.2, 7.4.9, 7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of VAT law. 

 

The above crimes can be proven by the following evidences:  

 

- The statements of plaintiff’s representative Ch.Otgonbayar and independent experts’ 

report claiming compensation charge of MNT 35,252,394,670 which are submitted for the 

investigation and the trial dispute;  

 

- Expert Report #185 dated December 16, 2015 made by the experts of NIFS, its annexes 

proveproving that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC should pay tax totaling to MNT 35,252,394.7 

thousand for taxable income totaling to MNT 166,990,348.9 thousand for the years of 2007-

2011, which is violation of the Article 18.1.1 of the General Taxation Law, Articles 7.1, 7.2, 7.4.9, 

7.5, 13.11, 16.1.2 of the VAT law, Articles 8.1.11, 8.1.2, 17.2.7, 17.2.9 of the Corporate Income 

Tax Law; NIFS Expert Report #015 dated Jan 21, 2014 , which was proven by testimonies by 

the experts, who made report;  

 

- Answer  to question 2: The answers 12, 13, 09, 10 specified in the report # 015 dated 

January 21, 2014 of the Forensic Institute have legal grounds as they can be proved by the 

evidence documents, 

 

- Answer to question 3: There are sufficient grounds what was stated in the # 14 of the 

report that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to present MNT 2,064,694.6 thousand in 2009 in the 

VAT statement from the income provided to the business entity from a non-resident withholder. 

The company made payment with VAT to the company that is not registered in the territory of 

Mongolia, for the consulting services, but did not pay VAT to the state budget,  

 

- Answer 6a to question 6:  There are sufficient grounds that the company failed to present 

the royalty payment of MNT 2,354,956.2 thousand in 2009; MNT 5,607,811.9 thousand in 2010 

and MNT 11,938,219.2 thousand in 2011, or total of MNT 19,900,987.3 thousand to be paid by 

the buyers were not registered as taxable income to receivable account. (file 31, pp.21-29);   

 

- From expert report #01 dated December 18, 2012:  

 

In 3.1.1, “…total of MNT 19,900,987.3 thousand royalty including MNT 2,354,956.2 

thousand in 2009, MNT 5,607,811.9 thousand in 2010, MNT 11,938,219.2 thousand in 2011 

was not included as taxable income in the corporate income tax returns and consequently not 



taxed even though these royalties were charged to the buyer as agreed in the contracts and 

recorded as receivables.”,  

 

In 3.1.2, “false payables” were created and taxable income has been understated by 

understating total of MNT 99,595,262,900 thousand including MNT 14,143,688.5 thousand in 

2007, MNT 552,178.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 40,572,235.5 thousand in 2009, and MNT 

44,327,160.3 thousand in 2011;   

 

In 3.1.4, income from sale of right has been taxed at 10 percent instead of 30 percent in 

the corporate income tax return of 2009. As a result, taxable income understated by MNT 

1,277,288.5 thousand which violates Articles 5, 7, 8, 16, 17 of the Corporate Income Tax law of 

Mongolia.  

  

In 3.1.5, withholding tax was not imposed and paid to budget on service fee amounting to 

MNT 150,108.4 thousand and transferred to “The Americas group” in 2008.  

 

In 3.2.1, VAT was not imposed on other income of MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 

290,786.8 thousand in 2010 totaling other income of MNT 311,651.1 thousand; on donations of 

MNT 265,423.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 31,113.1 thousand in 2009, MNT 506,130.8 thousand 

in 2010, and MNT 812,641.0 thousand in 2011; and on asset or income transferred to others 

free of charge amounted to MNT 32,943,746.0 thousand respectively;  

 

In 3.2.2, VAT was not imposed on total of MNT 2,064,694.6 thousand for services fees 

transferred  in 2009 for contract work to PRC company “Beijing Fanhua steel structure 

engineering”, which is non-resident legal entity of Mongolia; and service fee transferred to 

“SGS-CSTS Standart mechnikol services company”; 

 

- Attachment #1 of the expert report #185, which determined the related violations 

according to each year;  evidences proving some parts of the previous experts’ report (pp. 30-

35, file 31), 

 

- Testimonies by the experts O. Battseren, J. Janilgaan, G. Ganbat, J. Batbold, D. 

Otgontsetseg, who prepared the expert report #185 dated December 16, 2014, provided for the 

investigation and the trial; the statements by B. Erdenetuya and Ts. Oyuntuul submitted for the 

investigation, 

 

- The statement by the experts D. Munkhtsetseg, B. Bat-Erdene, L. Altantsetseg, who 

prepared the expert report #015 of January 21, 2014,  

 

-  Financial reports of 2007-2011 submitted by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC to the State 

Budget Monitoring Office of the General Department of Taxation (files 19-20, file 34), 

-  Financial and tax reports of 4th quarter of 2011 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC signed by the 

defendants Justin Kapla and Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. (pp. 137-170, file 19), 

 



-  Financial and tax reports of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for 2007 - 2010 with signature of 

the defendant Cristobal G. David (pp. 171-238, page 19), 

 

- Corporate Income Tax reports of 3rd and 4th quarters of 2007 of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC 

(file 34), 

 

Defendants Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom, and Cristobal G. David stated that they 

don’t agree with this criminal case of tax evasion and the proposals were made by the 

defendants, lawyers, and civil defendant to dismiss the case, which were discussed during the 

trial.  

 

Evidences attached to the case are evaluated as follows:  

 

One. The assertions that the experts prepared their reports and statements in violation of 

the rules and procedures contained in relevant laws are hereby found as groundless and not 

substantiated by evidence.Namely:  

 

- Experts’ subsequent reports and statements clearly state that the financial and tax 

related documents provided by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC were not accordant with the related 

laws and procedures. The company didn’t provide necessary financial and tax related 

documents in a timely manner to the experts, who made requests repeatedly. The experts 

stated that they examined and evaluated the documents, which were submitted overdue and 

newly prepared, as “legitimate” and with “no violation”.  

 

- Reviewing of already prepared financial and tax reports is different from reviewing the 

consistency of tax or financial statements with the legal requirements, whether they are based 

on relevant evidences and standards. The civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” LLC was 

responsible for proving that the financial and tax reports were prepared in accordance with the 

related law and procedures and for fully providing the experts with all sources of legal evidence 

sources. However, the civil defendant failed to sufficiently perform its duties; therefore, it is not 

justifiable to directly deny the experts’ reports. 

 

- The fact that the experts checked and reconciled the paper documents with the 

documents in electronic form submitted by “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for the investigation, 

relevant to the years subject to investigation can be seen from the consecutive reports and 

testimonies. Therefore, it is not justifiable for the defendants’ lawyer to claim that the evidences 

in the file 16 are not the financial document of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC.  

 

- The experts stated that some of documents consisting of 1-30 folders (57 pieces), which 

were additionally made and submitted by the civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands LLC later (even 

though the company failed to submit at the times when the experts repeatedly claimed), did not 

meet legal requirements and were in English, or overlapped with the previously submitted 

documents, thus documents with violations were left out from the examination and review.  

 



- The most of the evidences that the civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” LLC provided in 

the trial of January 28th, 2015 were in English or similar to the old evidences, and their new 

evidences were with no source. Therefore, these evidences were invalid to be used in the trial. 

 

- The reason of modification of the final amounts of charges stated in the reports prepared 

multiple times is the fact that the civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” LLC failed to provide the 

necessary documents in timely manner. Therefore, the experts had to re-evaluate the 

additionally submitted documents, and therefore it is not justifiable that the experts violated laws 

and rules to prepare their reports. In other words, the experts evaluated and prepared the 

reports basing on the initial documents they received because “SouthGobi Sands” LLC didn’t 

provide the proof of evidence or legal evidences. Therefore, it is not appropriate to condemn the 

experts. 

 

- According to the experts’ report #185 of December 16, 2014 of the National Institute of 

Forensic Science, its attachments, and testimonies made by the experts who prepared reports, 

the following parts of the NIFS expert report #015 dated Jan 21, namely:  

 

Answer to question 3: “SouthGobi Sands” LLC incompletely presented sales income equal 

to MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 371,586.4 thousand in 2009 and MNT 290,786.8 

thousand in 2010, respectively. 

 

Answer to question 6: It is considered to be grounded that “SouthGobi Sands” LLC didn’t 

report MNT 2,354,956,200 in 2009, MNT 5,607,811,900 in 2010 and MNT 11,938,219,200 

respectively in the account receivable #12105 for the royalties to be taken from buyers. 

 

Answer to question 10: No tangible assets were recorded in the year-end financial 

statement and balance sheet of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC for the years of 2007-2010. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to consider that the company created amortization of MNT 7,359,346,400 for 

fixed assets unlisted in balance sheet for the year of 2010, thereby included this amount into 

cost and accordingly decreased taxable income.  

  

Answer to question 11: Income from other sales totaling MNT 20,864,300 in 2007 and 

MNT 290,786,800 in 2010 was proven to be not reported in VAT statement by external 

statements. 

 

Answer to Question 12: There are sufficient grounds to establish that goods and services 

transferred free of charge to others with total cost of MNT 265,423,600 in 2008, MNT 

31,113,100 in 2009, MNT 506,130,800 in 2010 and MNT 33,736,387,000 in 2011 were not 

imposed VAT and not paid to state budget.  

 

 Answer to Question 13:  There are sufficient grounds to establish that the company 

established false payable totaling MNT 14,143,688,500 for the year of 2007, MNT 552,178,600 

for 2008, MNT 40,572,235,500 for 2009 and MNT 44,327,160,000 for 2011 respectively, 

thereby decreased taxable income.  



  

Answer to question 14: There are sufficient grounds to establish that income provided to 

business entity from non-resident withholder totaling MNT 150,108,400  were not reported in 

2008, as well as a total of  MNT 2,064,694,600 were not paid for VAT in 2009. 

 

Answer to Question 15: There are sufficient grounds to establish that SouthGobi 

incompletely imposed tax for income retained from sale of rights equal to MNT 1,277,288,500 in 

2009. Because in 2009, 30% of Corporate Income Tax (Corporate Income Tax) was not 

imposed for the license ownership right transfer fees specified in VAT statement as stated in 

Article 17.2.7 of the Law on Corporate Income Tax. Thereby the company violated Articles 5, 7, 

8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 20 and 21 of the Law on Corporate Income Tax; Articles 7 and 13 of Law 

on VAT; Articles 4, 47, 48 and 58 of the Law on Mineral Resources; Articles 4, 6, 7, 12 and 18 

of the General Taxation Law; and Articles 4 and 7 of the Accounting Law;  

 

Also the following parts of the report #01 dated December 18, 2012, including:  

 

3.1.1 “Total of MNT 19,900,987,300 royalty including  MNT 2,354,956.2 thousand in 2009, 

MNT 5,607,811.9 thousand in 2010, MNT 11,938,219.2 thousand in 2011 was not included as 

taxable income in the corporate income tax returns and consequently not taxed even though 

these royalties were charged to the buyer as agreed in the contracts and recorded as 

receivables.”,  

 

In 3.1.2, “false payables” were created and taxable income has been understated by 

understating total of MNT 99,595,262.9 thousand including MNT 14,143,688.5 thousand in 

2007, MNT 552,178.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 40,572,235.5 thousand in 2009, and MNT 

44,327,160.3 thousand in 2011;   

 

In 3.1.4, income from sales of rights has been taxed at 10 percent instead of 30 percent in 

the corporate income tax return of 2009. As a result, taxable income understated by MNT 

1,277,288.5 thousand which violates Articles 5, 7, 8, 16, 17 of the Corporate Income Tax law of 

Mongolia.  

  

In 3.1.5, withholding tax was not imposed and paid to budget on service fee amounting to 

MNT 150,108.4 thousand and transferred to “The Americas group” in 2008.  

 

In 3.2.1, VAT was not imposed on other income of MNT 20,864.3 thousand in 2007, MNT 

290,786.8 thousand in 2010 totaling other income of MNT 311,651.1 thousand; on donations of 

MNT 265,423.6 thousand in 2008, MNT 31,113.1 thousand in 2009, MNT 506,130.8 thousand 

in 2010, and MNT 812,641.0 thousand in 2011; and on asset or income transferred to others 

free of charge amounted to MNT 32,943,746.0 thousand respectively;  

 

In 3.2.2, VAT was not imposed on total of MNT 2,064,694.6 thousand for services fees 

transferred in 2009 for contract work to PRC company “Beijing Fanhua steel structure 

engineering”, which is non-resident legal entity of Mongolia; and service fee transferred to 



“SGS-CSTS Standart mechnikol services company”; these sections are repeated in NIFS 

experts report #185 dated December 16, 2014 and is considered as legally grounded.  

 

Moreover, in the expert reports, violations of tax and accounting laws by “SouthGobi 

Sands” LLC, types and methods of violations are clearly indicated. The following evidences, 

namely testimonies by the experts are attached to the case dossier.  Including:  

 

- while recording the transactions of primary documentary evidence in the software 

through “transmission” or” adjusting” accounts to “money”, “receivables” and “inventory” 

accounts, the amounts were returned and closed without definite grounds and evidences, and 

some of the amounts were concealed in the balance sheet, which caused large tangible 

differences. 

 

- increased the amount of long-term loan without any grounds and evidences, 

  

- falsely increased the amount of fixed assets by way of allocating the balances of other 

accounts without any primary documents and evidence when recording the receivables in the 

balance sheet. After conducting such false records, certain amounts were written-off, disposed 

or transferred for free without any evidences and resolutions, thereby violated accounting laws 

and regulations, 

 

- calculated depreciation for falsely created assets and included to the expenses 

deductible from taxable income, thereby evaded from tax payments, 

 

- failed to make reconciliation acts with the customers and suppliers, recorded  

receivables and payables in reduced amount each year without any evidences and supporting 

documents, 

 

 - falsely increased the long-term payables and transferred money to foreign country on 

the name of payment to the parent company. 

 

- expenses accumulated in the name of special license could not be proven by primary 

documentary evidence; the transactions irrelevant to the special license were recorded as if 

they were transferred to Mineral Resources Agency as license payment, 

 

- no evidences are found that can prove the grounds and reasons of making records in the 

unrealized exchange loss/profit in regard in regard with some years,  

 

- made transactions from USD current account as well as from payables, receivables and 

advanced payment accounts to cash account, thereby increased expenses without proving 

documents; transferred significant amount of money to customers or suppliers to create 

payables, receivables and advance payments without indicating the recipient names, then 

recorded then recorded them into currency rate difference unrealized/realized loss/profit 

accounts  and other accounts without evidences; recorded the actual payments transferred to 



customs, social insurance and other organizations linking with the aforementioned falsely 

created payables and receivables or by closing in the full amount,  

 

- the accounting software used by the company fails to correspond to IAS and Mongolian 

accounting standards, which were adopted in compliance with IAS, or it might be intentionally 

modified allowing the company to create transactions with no supplier/customers’ names, 

receive income at the expense account, change the amount by way of transferring through a 

number of transferring accounts, create complications during inspections, record negative 

amounts in order reduce the balance amount, to transfer all the balances to the cash account 

while transferring the end balance of previous year to the initial balance of the next year etc. If 

the company had used accounting program that correspond to accounting standards and other 

laws and regulations of Mongolia, such software would have not allowed to commit such 

actions….”  (pp.13-180, case 15), 

 

- created significant tangible differences by way of concealing some amounts in the 

balance sheet  or closing transaction without supporting evidences, 

 

- created significant difference when transferring the end-year balances of the 2007-2009 

financial statements to the beginning balance of the next year; the balances of previous years in 

2009-2011 were closed from the “transferring cash” or “cash in UB” accounts without any 

supporting materials, 

 

-Recordings in English are not understandable and mostly abbreviated with secret codes 

and cyphers; quarterly and annual total amounts are inconsistent with the balances specified in 

the official statements approved by the related organizations; samples of data and documents 

forms used by a taxpayer are changed every 2-3 years which conflicts with Accounting law.  

 

- re-created many other additional evidences at the request by the experts to submit 

additional documents, denied the previously submitted materials, and stated that the accounting 

processes are wholly managed by the parent company, failed to comply IAS even though they 

were specified in the accounting policy documents,  

 

- created significant differences in the amount of balances while they transferring the 

balances of previous years into the balances of following years; it seems that the same amount 

is repeated multiple times if to glance the accounting software; transferred the account balances 

to the cash account in the name of “closing the account balance”, 

 

- the amounts of payables for the parent company, which were recorded in the financial 

report as “Remainder Balance”, are significantly different in each year. The money received 

from the parent company was presented in the “Financial report disclosure” of 2009 and 2010, 

but was not recorded in the accounting bookkeeping, 

 

- the process of preparing financial reports in this company is not by the standard, created 

the total flow in circulation to hide and to turn into something else, didn’t register their 



investment plan in the taxation department, in other words, the money received from its parent 

company is not paid back, and it turned into neither loan nor investment… (16xx138-140), etc. 

 

Even though the defendants state that they prepare financial reports in strict compliance 

with instructions and advises from the audit companies and following the company’s internal 

policies, this can not serve as justified ground to deny the expert reports and their testimonies. 

 

Therefore, it is not possible to consider the lawyer’ proposals requesting to invalidate the 

expert reports and statements and to deduct them from the evidence list, are grounded and 

evidential. 

 

In addition, as clear explanations on the types and grounds of faults stated in the experts’ 

reports and testimonies have source of evidences, the court considers that the evidences are 

accurate and essential. 

 

When the case was returned back for re-investigation, the court examined and compared 

the experts’ reports, and accordingly didn’t fully deny the reports, but resolved to have the 

expert report re-made in regard with differences in the amount of allegations and some issues 

subjecting the doubt in provability. Thus, it is not grounded that the lawyer’s incorrectly 

explained the above process as if the court viewed the experts’ reports to be illegal, therefore 

returned the case for re-investigation.  

 

TWO. The defendants Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom, and Cristobal G. David are the 

subjects of this crime based on the following grounds: 

 

 

Dennis Lehoux worked as the CEO of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC in 2007, David Lynn Bartel 

(25xx) worked as the CEO of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC between 2008 and 2011. Justin Kapla 

started working as the general manager of Ovoot Tolgoi mine of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC from 

November 1, 2010, was appointed as the President (29xx56) of the company from April 1, 2011, 

and as the CEO from June 3, 2011 until February 1, 2013 (29xx48-51,58), respectively.  

 

Hilarion V. Cajucom started working as the general manager of the financial department of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC from June 10th of 2011 to July 17th of 2012, 

 

Cristobal G. David executed a labor agreement with the “SouthGobi Sands” LLC on June 

16, 2007 and was appointed as an Accounting manager from the August 1st of 2007, then as the 

general manager of the financial department from December 1st of 2009 until 2011.  

 

Testimonies provided during the investigation as follows: 

 

 - testimony by the defendant Justin Kapla “…My involvement in the financial activities of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC is only to sign on and to approve the financial reports, which are 



prepared by the financial manager. For example, I jointly with finance manager co-sign on the 

tax statements that are submitted to the tax authority …” 

 

- testimony by the defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. “…As  financial manager, I prepared 

monthly, quarterly, and annual financial reports…” 

 

- testimony by the defendant Cristobal G. David “… I make main decisions as an 

accounting manager. Dennis Lehoux who used to work at the company as the Executive 

Director at that time, signed the first signature, and I signed the second signature…” 

  

- monthly, quarterly, and annual financial reports made between 2007-2011 and signed by 

the Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., and Cristobal G, David were included in the case as 

evidences. 

 

Furthermore, the provision 81.1 of article 81 of Company Law dated July 2, 1999 states 

that “Board of directors, member of co-executive management, CEO, manager of financial 

department, general accountant, and general specialists are considered as the authorized 

officials in the company”, 

 

The provision 84.1 of article 84 of Company Law dated October 10, 2011 states that 

“Board of directors, member of co-executive management, CEO, manager of financial 

department, general accountant, general specialists, secretary-general of the board of directors, 

and other personnel who can involve in the official decision of the company and who can 

directly or indirectly involve in the contract or negotiation, is considered as the authorized official 

in the company”,  and the provision 95.4 of article 95 states that “The CEO of the company shall 

be responsible for accuracy and legitimacy of the company’s accounting and financial report…”, 

 

- The provision 45.3 of article 45 of General Tax Law states that “An authorized official of 

legal entity and a taxpaying individual or his/her legal representative shall sign the tax report”, 

the provision 45.4 of article 45 states “Person, who produced or took part in filling in a 

taxpayer’s tax report, shall sign therein. In case when more than one official take part in 

producing tax report, chief accountant shall sign the tax report.” 

 

- The provision 21.1 of article 21 of Law of Corporate Income Tax states that “A taxpayer 

shall accurately determine its income and tax due based on quarter-to-date and year-to-date tax 

statements prepared under accrual accounting and make payment to the budget.”, 

 

- The provision 7.6 of article 7 of Accounting Law states “Employees who prepared, 

permitted, inspected and received the document shall be responsible for the compilation and 

faithfulness of the primary accounting document”, the provision 17.1 of article 17 states “The 

management of a business entity or organization shall carry out responsibility for providing 

coordination of accounting”, the provision 19.3 of article 19 states “General (Senior) accountant 

shall sign the 2nd signature on income and expense statements and financial reports of the 

company or business entity.” 



 

Based on above law provisions and evidences, the defendants are deemed to be the 

authorized officials of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC. 

 

It is not justifiable to consider that the defendants are not the subjects of this case due to 

their statements, in which they stated that they don’t know Mongolian, and Justin Kapla is 

specialized in mining, therefore, they were not able to see the mistakes and faults in the 

financial and tax reports. 

 

THREE. The argument made by the defendants’ lawyers that as defendants Justin Kaplan 

and Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. started working for the company from June of 2011, they must not 

be held responsible for violations for all of 2011, was denied on the following grounds; 

 

- The testimonies by the experts  stating  “Justin Kaplan signed on the financial and tax 

reports of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter of 2011, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. signed on the financial 

and tax reports of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarter of 2011, Justin Kapla and Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. 

signed on annual financial and tax report of 2011, quarterly and annual financial and tax reports 

of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, which the defendants prepared, checked and approved,” and 

experts’ testimony that “…Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. signed on the tax report of the 2nd quarter of 

2011.”, resolution on appointment of Justin Kapla as the President and Executive Director of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC and appointment of Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. as the general manager of 

the financial department, serve as evidences. 

 

- The explanation by the state prosecutor “As the authorized officials who executed 

approvals by signing on the quarterly financial and tax reports with increased amount of 2011 of 

“SouthGobi Sands” LLC, which were prepared in accordance with the provision 10.4 of article 

10 of Accounting Law, Justin Kapla and Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. shall be responsible for the total 

loss of tax evasion in 2011” has the above mentioned legal grounds and evidences”  

 

- In addition, the experts prepared the total loss caused by tax evasion of 2011 for the 

whole year. Even though the experts stated that they can break the amount of loss into 

quarters, defendants’ lawyer responded that it was unnecessary. 

 

FOUR. The investigator reserves the right to instigate a criminal case according to the law 

regardless of completion of tax inspector’s report. 

 

The lawyers argue that “there are no grounds to impose tax compensation when the 

government inspector has not prepared the act,… this case should have been considered as 

civil or administration case instead of criminal case,…this operation was conducted in violation 

of article 74 of General Tax Law when tax authority has no issued a conclusion to instigate 

criminal case as such conclusion should have been made in accordance with the provision 

33.2.6 of article 33 of the General Tax Law”. However, according to the provision 166.1.4 of 

article 166 of Criminal Procedure Law “Criminal case shall be initiated if there exists one of the 

following grounds and if there does not exist any condition that prevents from carrying out 



criminal proceedings and if there is sufficient evidence proving a commission of crime…166.1.4 

direct discovery of indicia of a crime by an inquiry officer, investigator and procurator” , this 

crime was detected and initiated during the investigation process of a criminal case relevant to 

other persons, thus, the lawyers request shall be deemed legally groundless.  

 

There is no legal ground to free anyone from legal responsibilities if he/she utilizes the 

Criminal Law incorrectly and violates the law. 

 

 Therefore, the court finds the defendants guilty in the commitment of the following crimes 

and shall bear responsibilities according to the Criminal Law; 

 

- The defendant, Justin Kapla is found guilty of committing, as organizer, the crime of 

intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense 

amount for taxable income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the 

financial statement,  jointly with Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., 

 

- The defendant, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. is found guilty of committing, as principal , crime 

of intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense 

amount for taxable income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the 

financial statement,  jointly with the defendant Justin Kapla,   

 

- The defendant Cristobal G. David is found guilty of committing, as principal, crime of 

intentional evasion of paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense 

amount for taxable income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the 

financial statement, jointly with others.  

 

At sentencing, the court considered the socially dangerous risk of their crime, amount of 

loss they caused, and their individuality. 

 

It is justifiable that the civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” LLC is to make payment of MNT 

35,252,394,670 to the state budget, which was determined by NIFS experts’ report #185 dated 

December 16th. The civil defendant “SouthGobi Sands” has the right to claim their loss from the 

guilty parties. 

 

The following assets are to be attributed to damages and to be transferred to the Court 

Decision Implementation Office of the Capital city;  

  

- the following monetary assets, which were frozen upon the Investigator’s Resolution on 

restriction rights of administering and spending the assets of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, which 

includes:  

- MNT 152,436,342.84 in account #5038004507 of Khan Bank (3xx224)  

- MNT 463,835,634.41 in account #2001006641 of Golomt bank (3xx237), which was 

transferred to the above account, 

- MNT 15,013,296.98 in account #499108450 of Trade and Development Bank (3xx234) 



- USD 2,626.45 in account #5038004518 of Khan bank (3xx225), 

- USD 1,109,436.55 in account #2001006651 of Golomt Bank (3xx231), 

- Additionally, the following assets of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC arrested upon the 

investigator’s resolution dated January 11, 2013; 

- Aerodrome and airplane runway with Y-1104000067 state registration number, with area 

of 292.35 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi 

province,  

 - Auto vehicle parking with the state registration number of Y-1104000069, with area of 

184.47 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province,  

- Office building with the national registration number of Y-1104000066, with area of 

1,907.74 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi 

province,  

- Water treatment and boiler facility with the state registration number of Y-1104000071, 

with area of 6,474 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, 

Umnugovi province,  

- Maintenance and service facility with the state registration number of Y-1104000070, 

located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province,  

- Liebherr Excavator with the state plate number 9515 UB, 

- Liebherr Excavator R-996/173 with the state plate number 2749 UB, (3xx202-204). 

 

To dismiss the arrest of the following assets which were arrested upon investigator’s 

resolution date January 11, 2013 as according to the state registration reference they belong to 

the following owners: 

 

- Workers’ camp with the state registration number Y-1104000065 with area of 2403.12 

square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province is 

owned by citizen Amarsanaa Sosor; fuel farm and storage with the state registration number of 

Y-1104000078 with area of 1,380 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum 

territory, Umnugovi province, is owned by “Gurvan Zam” LLC. (13xx95) 

 

The following documents are kept for the case as evidence until the case is closed: 1 

piece of ledger of 1st quarter of 2012,  trial balance of 2007-2011, cash flow report of 2011, 1 

piece of file, which includes the list of coal sales invoices of 2008-2011, 1 piece of file, which 

includes 1809 pages of documents, 1 piece of file related to fixed assets, total of 4 DVDs, 57 

files of financial documents numbered 1-30, 3 files of documents, which are seized as 

evidences.   

 

It is appropriate to mention that the case of US citizens, Dennis Lehoux and David Lynn 

Bartel is separated from the criminal case #201301000120 of Justin Kapla and others. 

 

Basing on 283, 286, 290, 291, 294, 297, 298, and 299 of the Criminal Procedure Law of 

Mongolia  

IT IS RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS: 

 



1. To convict  the defendant, Justin Kapla of committing crime of intentional evasion of 

paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense amount for taxable 

income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the financial statement, 

as organizer   jointly with Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. 

 

-  to convict the defendant, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. of committing   crime of intentional 

evasion of paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense amount for 

taxable income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the financial 

statement, as principal, jointly with Justin Kapla, 

 

- to convict the defendant Cristobal G. David of committing   crime of intentional evasion of 

paying a large amount of tax by way of intentionally increasing expense amount for taxable 

income and presenting taxable income purposely in reduced amount in the financial statement, , 

as principal, jointly with others. 

 

2. In accordance with the provision 35.3 of the general article of 35 and the provision 

166.2 of special article of 166 of the Criminal Procedure Law of Mongolia, to sentence the 

defendant Justin Kapla to 5 years and 10 months of imprisonment with a fine of MNT 1,000,000 

or equal amount of asset in accordance with the provision 35.3 of the general article of 35 and 

the provision 166.2 of special article of 166 of the Criminal Procedure Law of Mongolia 

 

- To sentence the defendant Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr. to 5 years and 6 months of 

imprisonment with a fine of MNT 1,000,000 or equal amount of asset,  

 

- To sentence the defendant Cristobal G. David to 5 years and 10 months of imprisonment 

with a fine of MNT 1,000,000 or equal amount of asset  

 

3. In accordance with the provision 52.6 of general article of 52 of the Criminal Procedure 

Law of Mongolia, to sentence Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., and Cristobal G. David to 

serve their sentences in male prison with strict regimen. 

 

4. To announce that defendants of this case, Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., and 

Cristobal G. David have not been detained in advance.  

 

5. In accordance with the provisions 497.1 and 501.1 of Civil Law of Mongolia, the civil 

defendant “SouthGobi Sands” LLC is to make payment of MNT 35,252,394,670 (thirty five billion 

two hundred fifty two million three hundred ninety four thousand six hundred seventy) to the 

state budget (Ministry of Finance) 

 

6. To transfer to the Court Decision Implementation office of the Capital city for calculation 

loss the following monetary assets, which were frozen upon the Investigator’s Resolution on 

restriction rights of administering and disposing of the assets of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC, which 

includes: MNT 152,436,342.84 in account #5038004507 of Khan Bank (3xx224), MNT 



463,835,634.41 in account #2001006641 of Golomt bank (3xx237), which was transferred to the 

above account 

 

- MNT 15,013,296.98 in account #499108450 of Trade and Development Bank (3xx234) 

- USD 2,626.45 in account #5038004518 of Khan bank (3xx225), 

- USD 1,109,436.55 in account #2001006651 of Golomt Bank (3xx231), 

- the following assets of “SouthGobi Sands” LLC arrested upon the investigator’s 

resolution dated January 11, 2013; 

- Aerodrome and airplane runway with Y-1104000067 state registration number, with area 

of 292.35 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi 

province,  

 - Auto vehicle parking with the state registration number of Y-1104000069, with area of 

184.47 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province,  

- Office building with the national registration number of Y-1104000066, with area of 

1,907.74 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi 

province,  

- Water treatment and boiler facility with the state registration number of Y-1104000071, 

with area of 6,474 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, 

Umnugovi province,  

- Maintenance and service facility with the state registration number of Y-1104000070, 

located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province,  

- Liebherr Excavator with the state plate number 9515 UB, 

- Liebherr Excavator R-996/173 with the state plate number 2749 UB, (3xx202-204). 

 

7. To dismiss the arrest of the following assets which were arrested upon investigator’s 

resolution date January 11, 2013: 

 

- Workers’ camp or personal dwelling with the state registration number Y-1104000065 

with area of 2,403.12 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, 

Umnugovi province is owned by citizen Amarsanaa Sosor;  

- Fuel farm and storage with the state registration number of Y-1104000078 with area of 

1,380 square meters, located in the Urt bagh of Gurvantes soum territory, Umnugovi province, 

is owned by “Gurvan Zam” LLC. (13xx95) 

 

8. To keep the following documents for this criminal case until the case expires; 1 piece of 

ledger of 1st quarter of 2012, trial balance of 2007-2011, cash flow report of 2011, 1 piece of file, 

which includes the list of coal sales invoices of 2008-2011, 1 piece of file, which includes 1809 

pages of documents, 1 piece of file related to main assets, total of 4 DVDs, 57 files of financial 

documents, and 3 files of documents, which are recently submitted to the court. 

 

9. To announce that the sentence shall be effective after its hearing, thus, the bailing for 

defendants Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., Cristobal G. David, will be changed to 

detention from this day. Their sentences will be counted starting from January 30th of 2015. 

 



10. To announce that any person who have the right to lodge an appeal, to make 

complaints and to write protest, reserves the right to lodge an appeal, to make complaints, and 

to write protest to the 10th Criminal Appeal Court within 14 days after the sentence hearing. 

 

11. To announce that if any person who has the right to lodge an appeal to the court 

sentencing, the implementation of sentence shall be suspended and the detention of defendants 

Justin Kapla, Hilarion V. Cajucom Jr., and Cristobal G. David shall be continued. 

 

 PRESIDING JUDGE…signed…… T. ALTANTUYA 

           JUDGES       … signed ……. B. BATBOLOR 

                                      .... signed......... G. GANBAATAR 
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